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CHAPTERR NINE 

SCENESS OF THE IMAGINARY : II/BOLIVA R SUPERSTAR 

Knownn in local historiography as the "First republic," it would not be long before the republican 

experimentt that was started with the declaration of Independence, on July 5th, 1811, unraveled. 

Almostt immediately after the provinces of Tierra Firme were declared Independent the problems 

began.. Thus already on July 11,1811, just a few day after the declaration, an insurrection against 

thee newly established republic broke out in the city of Valencia, capital of this same province. 

Stronglyy backed by the local pardo population, it had to be forcefully put out by republican 

forces.. But this was only the beginning. 

RidingRiding the Tiger of Revolution 

Al ll  throughout 1811 and 1812 the nascent republic was rocked by a series of pardo 

insurrectionss and slave rebellions instigated by the royalists (Izard, 1992:14), while having to 

wagee simultaneous military campaigns both east and west of the Venezuelan territory against 

loyalistt forces. In the east, the patriot provinces of Cumana, Barcelona and Caracas joined forces 

againstt the royalists congregated in Guayana. In the west, the province of Coro was the epicenter 

off  the royalist reaction against the republic. From it a column headed by the Spanish captain 

Domingoo de Monteverde swiftly moved against the main rebel positions in Venezuela's central 

areas.. Both campaigns eventually ended with the defeat of the rebels, an outcome that was sealed 

withh the capitulation that Monteverde had Miranda sign on July 25,1812, as a result of which 

"everythingg that was done after July 5,1811 was disavowed, Monteverde setting himself up as 

Captainn General of Venezuela" (Bencomo Barrios, 1992:397). 
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Duringg the next year, in 1813, the rebel forces that after  their  defeat had taken refuge in 

bothh Trinida d and Cartagena de Indias, Colombia, invaded Venezuela from these two eastern and 

westernn points rapidly overcoming the Spaniards and establishing a "Second Republic"  which, 

however,, lasted hardly more than the "First. "  Littl e over  a year  after  it was instituted with Bolivar 

att  its head on August 6, 1813, the defeat of the republicans on the battle of Maturi n on December 

11,, 1814 sealed its loss (ibid), an outcome for  which the disaffection during this period of the 

popularr  masses for  the cause of independence was largely responsible. The historian Carrera 

Damass hints at the long term devastating consequences that the social disruption brought about 

byy the "loosening of the previously existing breaks to the aspirations of both pardos and slaves" 

wouldd have for  the white rulin g strata as a whole: 

thee slave uprisings of 1812 and 1824, the pardo rebellions in 1811, 1812 and 1814, the 

Warr  to the Death, and, in sum, the almost total destruction of the white dominant class 

(Carreraa Damas, 1986:119). 

Itt  would not be until 1817 that after  having gained back the backing of the colored crowds and 

withh considerable external support, mostly from England, the republican forces regained an 

initiativ ee that, with only temporary setbacks and amidst unbelievable bloodshed and destruction, 

theyy would not loose until the very end when, in November  8, 1823, with the capture of the city 

off  Puerto Cabello "th e war  of independence ended in Venezuela"  (ibid:399). To say, however, 

thatt  with this episode Venezuelan independence was sealed would be premature. Indeed, it would 

nott  be until 1830 that Venezuela was born as an independent nation, largely against Bolivar' s 

ambitiouss designs which resulted in the brief incorporation of what is nowadays Venezuela 

withi nn a much larger  political and territoria l unit of which other  future nations of the area were 

alsoo temporarily part. For  the reasons already given, this arrangement would only last a few 

years,, until 1830, when the Gran Colombia splintered among several independent nations, 

includingg Venezuela. 

MonarchicalMonarchical Liberalism 

Inn most accounts the loss of both the "First "  and the "Second"  republics is unproblem-
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aticallyy blamed on the blind adhesion of the colored masses to the King and the institutions of the 

monarchy.. Generally assumed as a given, it is such an uncompromising allegiance that according 

too the generality of historians would have sealed the fate of these early republican experiments. 

Itselff  motivated by the King's traditional role as a mediator  among the different colonial 

corporatee bodies, and, as such, the overarching instance to which the masses could appeal for 

protectionn against the abuses and depredations of the local white aristocracy, according to this 

widespreadd view it was the loyalty of the subaltern populations to the king that during the initia l 

phasee of the conflict tipped the balance to the Spanish side. This could not have been otherwise 

givenn the numerical weight of the colored masses among the local population, of which they 

madee the vast majority . Under  such circumstances, the masses' backing could not but have 

broughtt  victory to the royalist camp. It would only be later, when through a series of initiatives 

Bolivarr  succeeded in attracting the colored populations to the republican side, that the fate of the 

warr  would change. 

Thee disagreements arise when it comes to qualify the masses' supposed initia l decision to 

throww their  fate with the monarch, which depending on their  ideological orientation historians 

vieww somewhat differently. Thus while liberal and conservative historians by and large empha-

sizee the masses' backward, superstitious nature, marxist historians anachronistically focus on the 

presumedd class character  of the conflicts, which would have forever  pitted these colored masses 

againstt  the local aristocracy. In this (marxist) view, beyond occasional lapses the masses' 

monarchicall  tendencies would have simply flowed from their  class positionality and interests, 

whichh the Spanish side would have represented better. Yet regardless of the disagreements 

historianss are generally of one mind in attributin g overwhelmingly monarchical inclinations to 

thee masses, something which most of them interpret similarly. That is, with one or  two partial 

exceptions,, as an unequivocal sign of the masses' investment on the absolutist order  of the 

monarchyy and their  uncompromising opposition to any republican innovations (Armas Chitty, 

1992:118-119;;  Carrera Damas, 1986:114-115; Harvey, 2000:109; Madariaga, 1969:119; 

Troconiss de Veracoechea, 1992:156). In this view, for  both social and religious reasons the 

Venezuelann masses would have been always already monarchical in the hierarchical, absolutist 

andd traditionalist sense that that word often has. As Carrera Damas has pointed out while 
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somewhatt  contributin g to it with his notion of the Venezuelan masses conservatively invested in 

thee absolutist order  of the monarchy, one outcome of the consensus is that, to greater  or  lesser  de-

grees,, wittingl y or  unwittingl y virtuall y all varieties of local historiography have reinforced the 

self-servingg myth of a local elite forever  embarked in the selfless, thankless task of winning the 

resilientt  masses over  to the cause of the nation (Carrera damas, 1986:206-207; 1989:58-59). 

Republicann values and nationalism are, in other  words, left to the nation's enlightened elites as 

theirr  exclusive preserve from which the masses would have excluded themselves on account of 

theirr  class positionality and interests, their  stubborn traditionalism, or  both. 

This,, of course, flies in the face of all that was said earlier  regarding the behavior  of the 

Caracass crowds' all throughout the crucial journeys that ended with the declaration of 

Independence.. Indeed, the crux of my argument in an earlier  chapter  was that had it not been for 

thee resolute way in which these crowds threw their  weight behind the Sociedad Patriotica, i.e., in 

supportt  of the most radical, Jacobin wing of the independence movement, in all likelihood the 

declarationn itself would have never  happened. That being so, the notion of the a-priori 

commitmentt  of the Venezuelan masses to a Monarchy understood in the just alluded way surely 

mustt  be revised. At least in the case of Caracas the masses did not fit  this atemporal pattern, and I 

suspectt  that any cursory consideration of the major  events in the other  provincial capitals in the 

monthss preceding the declaration would not throw a better  fit for  the rest of Venezuela. In view 

off  these circumstances, there are at least two crucial questions that need to be asked. One, how to 

accountt  for  the seemingly sudden decision, taken by at least a sizeable proportion of the pardo 

massess (the rest would have sided with the Spaniards from the beginning) to switch sides, 

quittin gg the cause of independence in order  to back the monarchy. The other  if it was indeed the 

casee that in so suddenly favoring the monarchy the masses were in fact opting for  the kind of 

traditionalist ,, hierarchical order  that, at least for  rhetorical purposes, either  explicitly or  implicitl y 

mostt  if not all local historians still nowadays declare it to have been. As one would expect, often 

bypassingg empirical information found in their  very texts, these local historians' ceremonial 

reiterationn of such a monolithic view of the colonial past is highly consistent with the nationalist 

blinderss which, degrees of sophistication aside, marxist and non-marxist alike most if not all of 

themm still nowadays wear. 
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II  will address the second of the two above questions first.  Here, looked without the 

blinders,, any superficial glance at the available record suggests a categorical no to the question of 

whetherr  the Venezuelan postcolonial masses had any particular  investment on the secular  hierar-

chiess from the past, whatever  these were. At least until 1815 when the situation changed, the 

monarchicall  side that the Venezuelan postcolonial masses cast their  lot with was, if anything, 

evenn more liberal and radically egalitarian than the republican. Even if in a classic instance of 

disavowall  local historians often overlook this fact with which otherwise they are more or  less 

confusedlyy familiar—a bit of information that often subsists in their  work in "th e practical state," 

too use Althusser's well know distinction—the monarchy of those initia l years was the 

constitutionall  order  proclaimed in 1812 by the Spanish liberals in Cadiz. As I, following Guerra, 

havee argued in a preceding chapter  the Cadiz Constitution and the liberal movement on which it 

dreww was perhaps the single most important inspiration behind the Spanish American revolution. 

Fromm the start, imbued of the radical ideas from Cadiz, the peninsular  officers which headed the 

Spanishh forces could not but have looked on the liberalism of at least some of the more 

aristocraticc republican separatists with considerable scepticism if not downright contempt. 

Accordingly,, these officers did not hesitate to incite the colored masses' hatred of the 

locall  aristocracy, thereby contributin g not insignificantly to the horrifi c violence, the killings, 

rapes,, mannings and overall destruction that, regardless of which camp they belonged to, these 

populationss inflicted on the local white strata during the initia l years of the conflict. To be sure, 

inn doing this, the Spanish officers were not free from opportunism, paramount as it must have 

beenn in their  minds to win at all costs the war  against the local insurgents. But sheer  idealism 

mustt  also have played its part. As the liberal inheritor s of the universalism of the late Spanish 

monarchy,, for  these officers there must have been nothing as abhorrent as the local aristocracy's 

entrenchedd privileges and boastful particularism. And, in any case, it is considerably easier  to 

pushh a radical program in a distant colony away from home, where what is at stake is nothing less 

thann winning the war  against local separatists, than at home where one is more answerable to 

locall  considerations and pressures. 

Whateverr  the reasons were that made it possible—idealism, pragmatism, or, as is more 

likely,, a combination of the two—what is certain is that the outcome of such an unlikely alliance 
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betweenn the liberalism of the masses' and that of the colonial forces was the kind of treacherous 

scenee that the Spanish officer Ceballos so vehemently decried in the text which I analyzed 

earlier,, and for which he so urgently called for solutions. For example, enacting fully Article 22 

off  the Cadiz Constitution from 1812 

whichh recognized the free castes as "Spaniards" and "opened the door to their virtue and 

merit,""  making eligible qualified individuals of color for especial letters of citizenship to 

bee extended by the Cortes (King, 1953:529). 

Hee also 

boree witness to the favorable effects among the castes of the Cortess decree of January 29, 

1812,, which ostensibly opened the universities, seminaries, and the priesthood in the 

Indiess to qualified men of color (ibid). 

Inn general, alarmed as he was by the colored crowds' horrid mimetic violence, Ceballos urged 

that t 

thosee members of the castes who had served in the royalist ranks (...) ought to be 

rewardedd by some improvement in their civil status, in order to give them a stake in the 

Spanishh regime (ibid). 

Ass King succinctly puts it however, "unfortunately for Spain, Ceballos' advice was not followed" 

(ibid). . 

Alreadyy by 1816, with the arrival of a 10,000 strong expeditionary force headed by the 

Spanishh officer Pablo Morillo, and sent expressly from Spain for the purpose of controlling the 

locall  situation, the "royalist Venezuelan regime" that was in place between 1812 and 1816 came 

too an end (Izard, 1992:15)30 Regardless of what claims local historians often make vis-a-vis this 

30.. It is inly with the arrival of Morillo's expeditionary force that the wars of Independence in Venezuela became 
internationalized.. Until then, between 1812 and 1816 with Spain busily conducting its own war of independence 



lastt  minute "royalis t regime," 

itt  has yet to be fully demonstrated that in each of its different stages it was composed of 

thosee in favor  of reestablishing the dependence on the Spanish crown; on the other  hand, 

thee royalists were ideologically closer  to the frenchified bonapartists or  to the Cadiz' 

liberals—whosee Constitution was abolished by Ferdinand VII~tha n to a return to pure and 

simplee absolutism (ibid). 

Thiss programmatic, virulentl y assertive liberalism of the Spanish side between 1812 and 1816 

mostt  certainly accounts for  the masses' enthusiastic backing of the monarchy. Further  stimulated 

byy the promise of generalized booty, it is this side's 'liberal '  egalitarianism and not any investment 

inn hierarchy that explains the masses' readiness to heed the call in 1812 of Spanish officers like 

Monteverdee or, later  on already during 1813-14 against the "Second Republic,"  that of the 

Spanishh caudillo Boves whose ferocity has retrospectively earned him the titl e among historians 

ass the 'first 1 and quintessential evil-doer  of Venezuela's national history. All the other  gallery of 

sinisterr  characters, that in succession have crowded the local history pages pale by comparison. 

Ass a result of the masses' resolute parti-pri s 

oncee again the war  of castes broke out in Venezuela; Boves' men robbed and killed the 

whitee without making any distinctions among the camps, sowing panic and terror  (ibid). 

Al ll  of this hair-raising scenario with all that it entailed of sharp leveling from bellow 

amidstt  huge doses of democratizing terror  came to and end in 1816. As the forces of Morill o 

terminatedd the liberal Spanish "regime"  of the preceding four  years going on to reassert absolutist 

authorityy over  the Venezuelan provinces, the panorama of the wars drastically changed in favor 

off  the separatists. The events in Venezuela after  Morillo' s arrival were a reflection of what had 

againstt Napoleon, the Venezuelan conflict had all the characteristics of a civil war. Thus, until the arrival of Morill o 
alll  of the agents in both camps were either born in Venezuela or had been based there already for a more or less long 
time.. This is the case of the highest ranking Spanish officers and militarry leaders, which were already in Venezuela 
beforee the wars began, or of that of the peninsulares or Spanish-born which, fully part of the life of the colony, for 
thee most part eventually came on the side of the monarchy. 
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beenn going on in Spain during the previous two years. Indeed, upon his return from his exile in 

Bayonnee in 1814 Ferdinand VH swiftly moved to reassert absolutist authority over his Spanish 

dominionss by abolishing the Cadiz Constitution and imprisoning and persecuting the liberals. 

Absolutistt rule would prevail in Spain until 1820 when, as a result of a liberal uprising, for a 

periodd of three years until 1823 a Constitutional monarchy was once again temporarily 

established. . 

Inn the Americas, Morillos' expeditionary force was part of the Crown's attempt to reclaim 

forr absolutism that part of the world. Hence why Morillo swiftly moved to disavow all the 

promisess and temporary gains of the preceding years while proceeding to "restore the ancient 

hierarchicall  pattern of society" (King, 1953:530). As King summarily concludes, 

thee day of Monteverde and of Boves, who had turned instinctively for support to the 

castes,, was now over, and with it passed also the great popularity of the royalist cause 

amongg the men of color (ibid).31 

Fromm then on, beyond occasional lapses, the initiative in the wars would remain with the 

separatists,, backed as they were by the majority of the colored masses. To a significant extent, 

Simonn Bolivar must be credited for this favorable outcome since, as King puts it, 

hee was tireless in repeating and in implementing the egalitarian principles of the 

revolution,, seeking-though not with complete success—to extend his program even to the 

liberationss of the slaves as a measure of military and socio-political necessity. The final 

triumphh of the revolution was firmly grounded on the support of the colored population 

(ibid). . 

31.. Although very much in passing, to my knowledge King is quite unique among historians in so unambiguously 
accountingg for the masses' decision to switch sides in terms of the well recorded fact that between 1815 and 1817, 
afterr the return of Ferdinand to the Spanish Crown, the monarchy's camp would have left behind the liberalism of the 
previouss years to resume with renewed brio the absolutist rule of the past. Not, then, any supposed ability which for 
somee mysteriours reson die separatists would have suddenly gained to sell the superiority of their cause to the 
masses,, but, more plausibly, the sudden absolutism of the monarchy is what would have explained these masses 
abruptt change of sides. Unfortunately, King does not elaborate further. 
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Afterr  Spain's defeat and, especially, in the wake of Bolfvar  's expulsion from Venezuela's 

territorie ss in 1830 an "inevitabl e reaction"  followed in the form of a regime, the "Conservative 

Oligarchy,""  which as indicated earlier  thoroughly excluded the masses from the polity. Neverthe-

less,, the legacies from the wars of Independence would not easily go away. In King's words: 

incompletelyy assimilated and dissatisfied men of color—the pardocracia, as Bolivar 

himselff  came to call them—remained to plague the oligarchs of independent Venezuela 

(ibid). . 

AA genealogical investigation of the nation's populism, in some ways this dissertation may be 

describedd as an examination of the precise forms that, to this very day, this "plaguing"  has taken 

inn Venezuela. Also of how as a largely non-assimilated, 'excessive' population population, 

Bolivar' ss 'pardocracia' has inflected Venezuelan politics historically, leaving its ghostly imprin t 

onn all the forms of the polity. Including, I should add, on such seemingly neutral constructs as the 

'publi cc sphere' or  'civi l society', which, in different ways and to different degrees, in Venezuela 

aree all haunted by this phantom-crowd. 

WhiteWhite Mythologies and Pardo Realities 

Butt  returning now to the argument all that the preceding pages clearly tell us is that, far 

fromm exhibiting any traditionalist inclinations, in siding with the Spaniards during the early 

stagess of the conflict the colored masses were opting for  what was clearly a form of radical 

liberalism.. They do not tell us why, in the first  place, those very masses or  the sizeable 

proportionn thereof that initiall y backed the cause of Independence more or  less suddenly quit the 

republicann camp going to the Spaniards. Here an intriguin g suggestion from Mckinley, which he 

offerss towards the end of his book on "pre-revolutionar y Caracas"  is of considerable help. The 

suggestionn comes after  having argued that, contrary to the historiographical doxa, during the later 

yearss of the colony relations among the local castes were relatively peaceful and orderly, so much 

soo that the author  does not hesitate in describing the colony's "racial relations"  as "more stable 

thann in the majorit y of the Empire's other  colonies"  (Mckinley, 1993:163). That being the case 

thenn surely some explanation for  the all-out cast war  that, with unprecedented ferocity and 
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violence,, broke out in Venezuela shortly after Independence was declared must be given. 

Itt is McKinley's suggestion that, rather than as a carry-over from the colony, at least in 

partt the violence has to bee understood in relation to the ruling that was annexed to the 1811 

republicann constitution, which made legal "an old yearning of the whites" (ibid:239). The author 

referss to the "Ordenanza de los Llanos" which, annexed to the 1811 constitutional text, "finally 

established""  a "system of passes for the inhabitants" of the Venezuelan plains aimed at 

monitoringg the spatial movements of the laboring populations from these areas (ibid). As 

McKinleyy makes clear earlier in his text, this ruling would have partially realized the aspirations 

thatt during the last decades of the colony groups of white landowners had for the pardo 

populationn not just from the Llanos or huge plains just south from the main inhabited areas in the 

north-centrall  fringes of the Venezuelan coast, but also for those dwelling in the rural areas of all 

thee Venezuelan provinces. Namely, to control their troubling mobility by attaching the entire 

pardoo population to the land, for which purpose they had unsuccessfully tried to gain the backing 

off  the local Crown authorities during the decades immediately preceding Independence 

(ibid:: 169). As a result of this ruling's inclusion in the 1811 Constitution, the article from this 

charterr that abolished all "racial legal distinctions" did not have "much effect" with the pardos 

(ibid:169-170). . 

Thee landowners' desire of having the "totality of pardos attached to the land" by means of 

aa system of passes subjecting their movements to strict official control arose from a specific con-

text:: the series of urban and economic changes of the last decades of the colony (ibid: 169). 

Requiringg some measure of social order and a steady supply of labor, the urban and economic 

growthh of this later period was incompatible with the considerable freedom of movement and 

economicc enterprise that a sizeable proportion of the pardo population enjoyed throughout the 

provinces.. Even more incompatible, McKinley adds, with the habitual nomadism and banditry of 

thee pardos living in the vast plains just south from the main inhabited areas. With an increasing 

numberr of hatos or cattle ranches dotting the Llanos' landscape, in the closing decades of the 

colonyy the Venezuelan plains had become areas of economic expansion for the north. As a result 

off  all these changes, the existing freedom of movement and of economic enterprise among 

memberss of the pardo population were increasingly unacceptable. Increasingly, groups of white 
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landownerss came to perceive their  untutored mobility with growing hostility. According to 

McKinleyy it would be, however, only with Venezuela's declaration of independence that, with the 

King' ss authority temporarily gone, these white sectors had the free hand to give legal shape to 

theirr  aspiration to short-circuit the pardo's dangerous mobility . The Ordenanzas of the LLanos 

thatt  were appended to the 1811 constitutional text would have been the result of this newly 

gainedd freedom. 

Whateverr  meanings it had in the closing decades of the colony, it is however  clear  that in 

thee context of the formulation of the first  Venezuelan (and Hispanic American) constitution the 

landowners''  aspiration acquired urgent added significance. To understand why one just has to 

returnn briefly to the months in 1811 when, surrounded by menacing crowds pressing to break-in, 

besiegedd Venezuelan congressmen were busy formulatin g the constitutional text that tightly 

sealedd the sphere of political representation from this outside threat. In this context the annex-

ationn of a legislation aimed at stopping the crowds' dangerous mobility by attaching each 

individuall  pardo to the land was part and parcel of setting up the sphere of political representa-

tionn as a theatrical stage from which the masses were thoroughly excluded, its members turned 

intoo a passive, immobile spectatorship. 

Too be sure, under  the circumstances the inclusion of this rulin g amounted to a 

monumentall  piece of wishful thinking: an abundance of signs should have made it clear  that the 

possibilitiess of it being in the short run enacted were close to zero. One should not, however, be 

tooo hard on those few founding fathers that in the heat of the events managed to have the rulin g 

appendedd to the main text of the constitution. After  all, abstract as it was, in all its forbidding 

severityy the law was almost all that these patricians had for  conjuring some sense of security 

amidstt  a world so seemingly going to the dogs. So if under  the circumstances they somewhat 

fetishizedd the law, clinging to it as to the only secure thing in an insecure, treacherous world they 

mustt  be somewhat forgiven. Some concession should also be made for  the fact that their 

initiativess may not have been all consistently guided by their  long-term base economic calcu-

lations,, especially when with the masses about to run them over  the short-term was such that, 

evenn if only as a mode of governmental calculation, it so clearly put the political in charge. 

Whateverr  the case was, what interests me here is the extent to which McKinley' s 
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suggestionn is consistent with the theatrical paradigm that was formulated towards the end of 

chapterr five of this dissertation. Because was it not one of the preconditions of this paradigm's 

successs that the audience be immobilized in place as a passive spectatorship? Was it not only 

fromm such an immobilized position that, wrested away from their dangerous mimetic drift and 

immobilizedd as an audience, the local population may at all acquiesce to being represented by 

others,, their virtuous representatives gesturing at them from the lit stage of the polity? Now one 

wayy in which the Ordenanzas de los Llanos may be interpreted is precisely as such a means of 

legislatingg the pardo population into immobility, of bringing them to a halt by means of a 

combinationn of legal and extra-legal measures. And even if, as it proved to be the case, the ruling 

amountedd to so much wishful thinking, who would blame the local founding fathers for trying? 

Especiallyy in circumstances when doing something was better than doing just nothing and 

waitingg to be smashed. 

Anyy cursory consideration of the rulings shows that their overwhelming intent was to stop 

thee pardos on their tracks, bringing them to a screeching halt. Thus, for example, that which 

orderedd hacienda-owners and their foremen to keep detailed registers of the people under their 

charge,, noting down their "place of origin, quality, age, civil state and trade," all of which should 

bebe dully certified by a judge. Or the ruling instructing landowners not to hire any peon not able to 

producee the requisite "passport" which, showing all of his personal data, must be issued by the 

relevantt "departmental judge." Such a "passport" in turn ought to be returned to the peon when 

releasedd from his job since, without it, he "wil l not be admitted to any other occupation." In 

general,, the ordenanzas "expressly forbid anyone to move throughout the Llanos" without 

carryingg the relevant passport where both "places of departure and of arrival" were dully noted. 

Anyonee found without the document would be thrown into jail subject to the corresponding 

lashingss or fines until his identity was satisfactorily proven (Textos, 1983:180-182). 

Inn every case, it was a matter of putting a stop to the untutored wanderings that were 

rampantt in this part of the country by defining as "vagrant" anyone found without a job while 

assigningg him to one of the local landowners for the salary which he considered "prudent"; in 

casess of backsliding, the culprit would be thrown in "jail for one year." Beyond these and other 

equallyy draconian rulings, such as that obliging peons which exhibited "littl e orderliness in their 
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habits""  to live in town so that their  behavior  could be supervised by the local judge with the 

authorityy to do so, in general the ordenanzas legally empowered the nascent state to monitor  and 

controll  all displacements and mobility in the area of the Llanos. This, for  example, was clearly 

thee purpose of the ruling, which ordered steep fines for  those traveling with animals and goods 

throughh any of this vast area's unauthorized roads (McKinley, 1993:122). But, generally, the 

abovee alluded passports or  "system of passes,"  as McKinley calls them (ibid:239), had no other 

purposee than the monitoring of all unavoidable movements in the area while guaranteeing that 

peonss and other  agricultural workers remained, for  as long as possible, immobilized and under 

thee political and economic authority of one or  another  local landowner. 

Littl ee surprise that confronted with this draconian legislation, faced with such a strikin g 

instancee where the universalistic rhetoric of the Foundational text was so glaringly at odds with 

thee particularism of some of its rulings, the pardo masses decided to switch sides joining the 

Spaniards.. Beyond any social or  economic significance, given the adverse circumstances the 

majorit yy of the congressmen must have been under  some strong, irresistible compulsion to have 

thee above rulings added to the main text of the constitution. Surely this was the case of those, 

which,, in the first place, pushed for  this to happen. But it must also have been true of the other 

congressmenn since, how to otherwise account for  their  willingness to have the rulings included in 

thee face of threatening pardo crowds that, at least during the days of the declaration of 

independencee restlessly pushed outside to break into the very precinct of Congress? As I pointed 

outt  in chapter  three, such a pressure hardly subsided in the succeeding months, all throughout the 

timee when the text of the 1811 constitution was argued and finally approved by congress. Surely, 

inn view of the circumstances, these congressmen must have known that to include legislation 

seekingg to immobilize the pardos would be wildly unpopular  with a population for  which 

constantt  displacement and mobility was itself of the essence. 

Thee only way that I can understand that besieged congressmen decided to include legisla-

tionn offering their  tormentors a future as stern as the one that was envisaged by the Ordenanzas 

ofof the Llanos is if somehow such inclusion was itself in some way unavoidable. That is, only if 

immobilizin gg the population was itself crucial to whatever  task these congressmen had set out to 

accomplishh so that to not include any provision in that respect would have exposed their  whole 
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projectt  as somewhat hollow, the fantasy of actors on stage gesturing in the void with no public to 

witnesss or  applaud their  initiatives, does it make sense much as an afterthought to have included 

legislationn so thoroughly risking to insult and alienate the masses. Now, as we know, this task 

wass ultimately no other  than setting up a scene of delegation where these masses would 

acquiescee to be represented by others, their  rightful  "bourgeois"  representatives. And, much as in 

thee actual theaters that were addressed in the previous chapter, for  this purpose constituting the 

majorit yy of the population as a passive, immobile spectatorship of whatever  went on in the 

politicall  stage was crucial. It is this very pressing logical and political requirement, which may at 

alll  explain why, in the grip of such dire, unfavorable circumstances, the congressmen neverthe-

lesss blundered. 

Thatt  is, so crucial was the masses' immobilit y to the kind of representational model which 

thesee congressmen eventually adopted that, regardless of the possible costs, of all the outside 

noisee and fury, they went on to add to the main constitutional text a series of rulings aimed at 

haltingg the masses. It is as if the requirement to constitute the domain of political representation 

ass a theatrical stage sealed-off from the rest of society was so compulsive, that all the other  more 

immediatee (and urgent) pragmatic considerations were pushed aside. And so it is that, carried 

awayy by the irresistible logic of the task at hand, for  which turning that "rest"  into a passive 

spectatorshipp was a must, the congressmen took the faux-pas of legislating the masses into 

immobility .. Or, what amounts to the same, perpetrated the unbelievable act of laying out in all 

detaill  before those very restless, mobile masses by which they were about to be run over  a series 

off  lawful prescriptions not just ordering them to stop but, what is worst, specifying what the 

penaltiess were should they refuse to do so. 

Ass was said before, a monumental piece of wishful thinkin g which, at least in the minds 

off  some of the congressmen, must have been accompanied by a consoling fantasy: that of myriad 

peacefull  farm-hands orderly settled in fields across Venezuela and, much as in a poster  from the 

soviett  era, for  a moment laying down their  tools so as to gaze at the horizon faraway. Only that, 

differentt  than in the poster, what in the fantasy these 'pardo' peasants saw is not the blazing red of 

aa socialist future. In this hypothetical fantasy it is, rather, the self-serving spectacle of the 

congressmenn themselves that opens before them as so many 'bourgeois', rightfu l representatives 
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gesturingg at their  peasant-audience from the distant political stage. In other  words, the republican 

theaterr  blown-up to the size of the 'nation', its airy walls invisible yet nonetheless forbiddingl y 

real,, excluding as they did a host of contemporary realities, for  example the masses. 

Whatt  for  some of the congressmen might have been a fantasy, for  the pardo masses was 

clearlyy a nightmare. Faced with the glaring evidence of the discrepancy between the white repre-

sentatives''  universalistic language and the particularism of some of their  designs, these masses 

didd not hesitate for  a second to quit the republican camp joining the monarchical. To once again 

usee Nancy's expression, their  lateral flight "fro m one term to the next"  across horizontal space 

wass to be sure facilitated by the gap between the rulings and the realities. While the rulings 

assumedd a republican state already in place and with enough command of force as to be able to 

enforcee them, the realities did not at all fit the prescriptions. With the colored masses all over  the 

placee and, like some swiftly expanding stain, bent on an irrepressible horizontal sliding out of 

anyy conceivable niches, hierarchical or  otherwise, the rulings clearly fell on deaf ears. Their  utter 

particularismm clearly jarred with the sheer  universal ism of the crowds, an irrepressible sliding 

amongg abstractly interchangeable terms that was freedom and was also equality. 

Too even dream not to say mention pinning them anywhere down, much less to the land 

caughtt  as these crowds were in their  airy lateral flight , was clearly an unbelievable temerity. If 

nott  sheer  stupidity then at least foolhardiness understandable only, I believe, in the terms, which I 

havee just proposed as a paradigmatic necessity, an almost unavoidable gaffe. Given the way in 

whichh they were eventually received when they finally made it into the law it is probably not 

exaggeratedd of McKinley to see in the white landowner's plans of the last few decades of the 

colonyy of attaching the pardos to the land "th e seeds of the virtuall y racial wars that took place 

afterr  1810 (McKinley, 1993:170). The historical record does not, however, support McKinley' s 

claimm that when they went on to try to implement their  "plans"  in 1811 the "whites were stronger 

thann ever  both socially and economically."  Such a narrowly economistic view, uncharacteristic 

forr  Mckinley, thoroughly flies in the face of the enormous upheaval of Independence and the 

greatt  vulnerability , which it brought to all of the actors involved, landowners included. Neverthe-

lesss one may still fully agree with him that with the 1811 attempt to implement their  plans the 

whitess "contribute d to break the delicate equilibriu m among the castes in the colony"  (ibid). With 
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consequences,, I might add, that still nowadays are far  from over. 

ConstitutionalConstitutional casuistries 

Theree are other  ways in which, to say it with Bennington, in the text of Venezuela's first 

Constitutionn the general "wil l fall into the the cases of its law"  ("tombe dans les cas de sa loi") , 

therebyy going astray (Bennington, 1991:48). A combination of the American foundational charter 

andd the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, the state that issued from this 

textt  assumed the form of a Confederacy composed of the old colonial provinces now renamed as 

states.. In turn, each of these individual 'states' retained important elements of autonomy while 

delegatingg part of their  sovereignty on the Federal state conceived as a "Supreme Power or 

generall  authority"  (Banko, 1996:31; Ruiz Chataing, 1995:25-26). While ultimately resting on the 

sovereigntyy of the people understood as a collection of homogeneous, autonomous individuals, 

forr  the purposes of everyday lif e and government in this inaugural scheme such an overall sover-

eigntyy was framed within each of the different, largely autonomous provinces or  states. Legally 

definedd as equal, according to articles 133 and 134 of the Constitution all of the states or 

provincess were "fre e and independent"  in everything having to do with "that part of their 

sovereigntyy which they have reserved for  themselves"  without alienating it to the Federal State. 

Nonee of these different states were entitled to dominate the others, and, indeed, many of the 

strainss that are discernible in the text are attributabl e to the congressional majority' s concern with 

makingg sure that this assumed equality went undisturbed32. 

Itt  is important to emphasize that, regardless of its avowed federalism, according to the 

18111 Constitution it was not in the different states or  provinces but in the people's general will 

thatt  sovereignty ultimately resided. At least rhetorically it was this collective, homogeneous will 

thatt  the 1811 Constitution presupposed as the instance that ultimately conferred legitimacy on the 

overalll  state-form sanctioned by its articles. This even if, in what amounts to an uneasy compro-

mise,, for  all practical purposes in the text sovereignty was effectively divided between the 

32.. The preceeding considerations on the 1812 Venezuelan Constitution are based on the fragments from the 
constitutionall  text that are reproduced in Miranda Bastidas and Ruiz Chataing (1995:100 and passim). 
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"Generall  Authority "  of the Federal State and that of its component politico-administrativ e units, 

thee individual states (ibid:87-88). As for  the strains between this "general"  authority and that 

belongingg to the different 'states', one place where they clearly surface is in the structure of the 

executivee power  which, unrealistically enough, the Constitution envisaged as a triumvirat e with 

eachh of its members occupying the nation's Presidency only during brief successive intervals 

(Banko,, 1996:33). 

Quitee awkwardly, in line with the proposed structure all three members of the executive 

wouldd constantly rotate among themselves, rapidly succeeding each other  in the post with neither 

off  them holding it for  more than one week at a time (Michelena, 1999:613)! Presumably, the idea 

wass for  neither  to have enough time to accumulate any personal power  on behalf of either 

himselff  or  of whatever  faction or  sectional interests it was that he represented. Only the great 

anxietiess which the deputies from the different provinces surely experienced at the time 

regardingg the continuing independence and autonomy of their  respective provinces (Ruiz 

Chataing,, 1995:25) can possibly account for  the adoption of such an unwieldy scheme. This 

adoptionn was obviously in response not just to thee possibility but the likelihood, keenly feared by 

thee majority , that based on this very province the power  of the executive be used by Caracas as a 

meanss of exercising hegemony over  the other  federal states. In other  words, confronted with this 

likelihoodd the assembled representatives knew no better  than to divide the nation's Presidency 

amongg three different incumbents. Not only that, but in so doing to make sure that each occupied 

thee post so briefly that any particularisti c designs on his part would be cyclically thwarted. 

Needlesss to say, all of this rendered the notion of any continuity in the exercise of executive 

powerr  quite problematical. And yet considering its disproportionate power  and wealth compared 

too that of the other  provinces as well as the centralizing ambitions which Caracas had 

demonstratedd in the closing decades of the colony, one thing that cannot be said of the deputies' 

anxietiess is that they were unfounded. Their  solution was, however, far  worse than the anxieties 

themselvess since it rendered the task of government a virtual impossibility, something that the 

eventss of a few months later  during the monarchical reaction against the emergent republic 

demonstratedd dramatically. 

Butt  whatever  strains were caused by the concern for  preserving equality among the 
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componentt units of the emergent federal structure what needs to be emphasized here is that, 

takenn as a whole, this structure was itself more or less explicitly envisaged as something like a 

second-orderr emanation of the general will . Structuring itself for the contingent purposes of 

governmentt in separate states it was the people's general will , or so the theory went, that 

neverthelesss remained as the sovereign foundation of the emergent national whole (Venegas, 

1998:373).. And, as is always necessarily the case, also in Venezuela's first Constitution no 

soonerr was this 'general will ' proposed than, As George Bennington puts it commenting on 

Rousseau,, it repeatedly fell into the singularity of its cases. I cannot go here in any detail into the 

variouss forms that this falling took both in the text of Venezuela's first Constitution as well as in 

thee debates that preceded and surrounded its formulation. A few examples will have to suffice. 

Mostt of the examples have to do with the ways in which, expressed by the law, the 

assumedd generality of the people's will is either contradicted or betrayed by the particularistic 

desiress and designs that are expressed in some of the Constitution's main rulings and articles. 

Also,, with the keen awareness most deputies had of the possibilities of it being so derailed, as the 

variouss debates accompanying the text's formulation and approval so clearly show. This is the 

case,, for example, of the debate mentioned in an earlier chapter regarding whether or not to 

dividee the province of Caracas, at the time the largest and richest of all the Venezuelan 

provinces,, into two new politico-administrative units. Although Caracas was eventually left 

whole,, in and of itself the intensity of the back-and-forth among the representatives is highly 

revealing.. It clearly shows the extent to which the deputies from the different provinces were 

awaree of the great risks that in its applications the generality of the law would be betrayed by the 

particularisticc designs of the ruling elites from one of the provinces, Caracas, willing to impose 

itss interests, desires and designs on all the rest (Banko, 1996:27-28; Michelena, 1999:619). 

Anotherr wink to particularism in the 1811 constitutional text is the proclamation of 

Catholicismm as the religion of the state. While clearly "a concession to the great local power of 

thee Church," in granting such a status the Constitution compromised the people's general will 

withh respect to which only the most unrestricted freedom of cults was consistent (Michelena, 

1999:625).. Something similar may be said of the status of the pardos in this inaugural text. I have 

alreadyy mentioned how one of this text's most revolutionary articles, the granting of equal rights 
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too the pardos, was for  all practical purposes cancelled out by the last minute decision to add the 

OrdenanzasOrdenanzas de los Llanos to the main body of the Constitution. But there are other  ways in 

whichh the article granting equality to the pardos went thoroughly astray either  in some of the 

otherr  clauses and wordings of the text or  in the debates and decisions that were adopted in Con-

gresss concerning its implementation. An example of wordings taking with one hand what was 

givenn with the other 

iss the treatment as "inferiors "  that indios, blacks and pardos were given in the section (of 

thee Constitution) titled "General dispositions". 

Consideringg that 

att  no point is the freedom of the slaves nor  the equality of women before the laws ever 

mentionedd (Ibid:616), 

alongg with these troublin g omissions such a wording is one glaring instance of how pronounced 

weree the dips that in the text of the first Venezuelan Constitution the 'general law' took into the 

singularityy of its cases. 

Thee congressional deliberations on how to implement the people's equality, without 

whichh any notion of a general will is bogus, also shows how in all of its generality in Venezuela's 

inaugurall  charter  the law constantly takes-off from itself. An example is the debate about which 

instancee should be in charge of publicly declaring the pardo's newly gained equal status. While 

Franciscoo Javier  Yanes was of the opinion that it should be the General Congress since, 

otherwise,, "we run the risk of constituting an heterogeneous body, the duration of which would 

bee momentary"  (Yanes in Banko, 1996:29), other  deputies considered this 

aa subject on which it was the provincial legislatures that should decide, taking into 

accountt  that in the "United States each government handles its own Government as it 

wishess while qualifying its citizens, so that in some of them there are slaves and in others 

not""  (Banko, 1996:29). 
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Rhetorically,, in the foundational text the general will and the proposed federal structure of the 

neww state are presented as if the two were thoroughly consistent with each other, equality among 

thee provinces simply the reflection of the generality of the people's will . Indeed, itself crucial to 

thee general will , the people's equality before the law was "the central axis around which" this 

text'ss "dispositions all" presumably "pivoted." It is such a foundation that "supposedly" would 

havee made of the Constitution such a "distinctively rousseaunian social pact" (Michelena, 

1999:614).. Nevertheless, as the above debate clearly suggests, even if in some instances compati-

blee more often than not federalism and the assumption of the people's equality were both in the 

constitutionall  text and in contemporary practice at loggergeads with each other. 

Ass one would expect, Francisco Javier Yanes, the deputy which most decideddly spoke in 

favorr of having the General Congress as the instance immediately in charge of declaring the 

articlee on pardo equality to the public was a member of the Sociedad Patriotica. Based on 

Caracass where the deliberations were taking place the Sociedad Patriotica was, as we recall, the 

locall  Jacobin club that rhetorically invoked the 'general will ' not just as a difuse form of legitima-

tionn but as an acting, immediately effective principle of sovereignty vis-a-vis which nothing but 

thee most centralized form of government was adequate. In other words according to the members 

off  the Society, in this as in so many other respects consistent with their Jacobin heritage in all of 

itss homogeneity and universality only state centralization was adequate to the general will . In 

theirr particularistic bent, both the Constitutional text that was eventually approved and the 

debatess surrounding its formulation seemed to confirm the Society's worst fears concerning 

federalism'ss ability to derail the people's will . 

Too the Society the decided opposition of the deputies from the provinces to have the 

equalityy of the pardo population immediately declared by the General Congress surely amounted 

too an instance of precisely such a derailing. But beyond any specific instances the overall aporetic 

statuss that the 'general will ' has in the 1811 Constitution surely did not escape their attention. A 

feww rhetorical statements aside, such a status is clearly discernible in the performative uncertainty 

inn which, all throughout, the text maintains an issue as crucial as that of where the seat of sover-

eigntyy is ultimately located. Thus even if rhetorically it is the general will of the people that the 

textt proclaims as the new sovereign principle, the hesitation throughout between the singular 
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'people''  and the plural 'pueblos' would have sufficiently confirmed the radicals' worst apprehen-

sions.. Although perhaps not in so many words, enough of the radicals' statements during the 

debatess clearly expressed that for  them such a hesitation was a distinct sign of how particu-

laristicall yy the term sovereignty was understood by the majority . That is, even if in some general 

wayy they did swear  by the term's universalistic meaning, the hesitation clearly indicates that at 

leastt  for  the majorit y it was in the towns and capitals of each of the different 'states' or  provinces 

where,, for  all practical purposes, sovereignty continued to reside. It is not surprising that they 

regardedd these quintessentially ancien régime political units as the effective seats of sovereignty; 

itt  was to these urban centers' municipal councils and not to the provincial entities as such that the 

majorit yy owed their  election to Congress. This is just one instance in which the continuing 

importancee of the local governing bodies from the colony is clearly at stake. No wonder  given 

thiss persistence that, just a few months after  the First Republic had already fell to the Spaniards, 

Simonn Bolivar  went to identify the conflict between, on the one hand, the 'federal power' that was 

sanctionedd by the first  Venezuelan constitution as expressive of the new nation's 'general will ' 

and,, on the other, the continuing power  of the municipalities which this text also sanctioned as 

onee of the main causes of the defeat of the First Republic (Michelena, 1998:618). 

Itt  would be easy to illustrat e the tendency that the deputies belonging to the Sociedad 

Patrioticaa had of acting and behaving in Congress as emissaries of the people's will . One example 

wouldd be the arguments that Francisco Javier  Yanes gave in favor  of his proposal to have the 

Generall  Congress as the instance in charge of declaring the pardo's newly gained equality. 

Accordingg to him, the convenience of this followed from the very fact that 

alll  the matters that constitute a fundamental law of the State of Venezuela should be 

discussedd by Congress and sanctioned by the pluralit y of the towns ("pueblos"). 

Otherwisee we would run the risk of constituting a heterogeneous body, the duration of 

whichh would be momentary. The form of government, the divisions of the State, the 

rightss and duties of the citizens, etc., are precisely examples of these kinds of laws, and it 

iss for  this reason that they are the responsibility of Congress. 

Whil ee acknowledging the continuing importance of the plural 'pueblos' as nothing less than the 
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instancee ultimately in charge of "sanctioning" the universalistic, abstract laws of the state, in line 

withh the above reasoning this Jacobin representative concludes his appeal by declaring that 

thee uniformity of the system is the basis of individual union and in this our happiness is 

dependent.. Let us renounce our preoccupations and all spirit of singularity in orderr to 

recognizee the necessity in which we find ourselves of establishing a general and universal 

governmentt in all of the provinces (cited by Banko, 1996:29 — my translation). 

Itt would however be the most prominent member of the Sociedad Patriotica, not just in 

Congresss but in the Jacobin club itself, Francisco de Miranda, that most succinctly expressed the 

objectionss of the radicals to the overall form of Venezuela's First Constitution. With an 

admirablee sense of theatrical closure, he waited to the very last when he had to sign the text in 

orderr to register his complaints claiming that, on account of its 

Inconsistencyy with the character of the population, with the customs and habits of these 

countries,, instead of uniting us in one social body or general mass (the Constitution) may 

veryy well result in division and separation to the detriment of our common security and of 

ourr Independence, (for which reasons) it is my duty to voice these objections (cited in 

Escovarr Salom, 1972:72 — my emphasis). 

II  cannot help thinking of Miranda at the very moment of signing haunted by the troubling sight of 

thee pardos just outside of Congress gathered as precisely that "general mass" which, according to 

him,, in all of its trifling particularism the federal constitution failed to do justice. Hailed at the 

timee as the lawful reflection of the people's homogeneous 'general will' , all that the text of Vene-

zuela'ss first Constitution ended refracting was a tangled, confused web of irreconcilable sectional 

interests.. It would not be long after the Constitution was signed that, lacking any reflection in this 

republicann mirror, the pardo "mass" went to the side of the monarchy leaving the separatist camp 

weakk and divided. 

Al ll  the worst fears of the Jacobins that the "heterogeneous body" that was brought into 

beingg by Venezuela's foundational charter could only be "momentary," its "duration" quite 
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limited,, proved indeed prophetical. After  just a few months the events amply confirmed their 

apprehensionss when, weakened by its own internal divisions and the lack of support of the 

masses,, the First Republic fell to the forces of the monarchy. Surely the federal structure of the 

republicann state was not indifferent to this outcome as it conspired against the need to build any 

commonn front, so necessary for  defeating the monarchists. Indeed, during the few months before 

theirr  demise, the republicans were hardly capable of orchestrating any unified response to the 

loyalists,, marred as they were by the divisions among the different provinces all eager  to assert 

theirr  sovereignties. A glaring example of this inabilit y is their  failur e during the initial phases of 

thee conflict to unite militaril y on account of the different provinces' insistence on defining their 

ownn separate militar y strategies. Needless to say, not precisely the holy trinit y the triumvira l 

structuree of the executive power  also did not help. When, towards the end, faced with imminent 

defeatt  the republicans finally  agreed to appoint Francisco de Miranda dictator  it was already too 

late::  the fate of the First Republic was already sealed (ibid:622-623). 

Thee preceding pages may have given the impression that if only the Sociedad Patriotica 

hadd managed to impress its own centralist views on the Constitution the 'general will '  would have 

nott  fallen so badly into the singularity of its cases. Things, however, are not that simple. 

Empiricall yy it is perhaps true that a more egalitarian, less divisive charter  would have perhaps 

helpedd the republicans in building a more unified front  against the monarchists. But even that is 

farr  from certain. Because, regardless of how much it pretended to be the expression of the whole 

thee party of the 'general will '  was after  all simply that, a party. Under  the prevailing 

circumstancess it probably did not take long for  the deputies of the majorit y to discern behind all 

off  the Jacobins' universalistic rhetoric their  desire to impose their  own quite particularisti c 

designss on the assembly. What this all tells us, then, is not that if only the empirical 

circumstancess had been right the 'general will '  would have prevailed. Far  from merely empirical 

heree as elsewhere the problem is by and large metaphysical: never  present to itself, the 'general 

will ''  is always already falling into singularity. 

PrecipitousPrecipitous Fallings 

Itt  was none other  than Jean-Jacques Rousseau himself, who placed the 'general will '  right 
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att  the heart of his doctrine of the 'social contract', that in some ways saw best through the prob-

lems.. As George Bennington has argued, Rousseau's doctrine was driven by the desire to collapse 

thee prescriptive into the descriptive so that the laws of society acquired the same iron-lik e 

certaintyy as the laws of nature. It was only thus that, shedding all of its divisiveness and contin-

gency,, the dependence among men could possibly acquire the same necessity and predictabilit y 

ass that obtaining among things (Bennington, 1991:35-36). Confronted during the last days of 

absolutismm with the spectacle of a French society ever  more divided among the irreconcilable 

desiress of its members, Rousseau's overriding project in other  words was to bring about the unity 

off  the "people"  (Manent, 1995:65-70) Or, to say it with the Venezuelan Yanes in words that he 

probablyy borrowed from Rousseau, to unite all singular  individuals into the one single, and 

indivisibl ee "social body."  Yet for  all of this to happen something else had to happen first: that all 

recognizedd and followed their  'general will '  which, unbeknownst to them, nevertheless as a possi-

bilit yy laid buried deep within their  hearts. 

Thee solution, then, was to return to that moment in nature when before all the corruptions 

off  society men were free and equal. It is here, however, that things start going awry. The 

problem,, according to Rousseau, is that no such moment will ever  be found since it was never 

there.. No matter  how far  back, it is not blissful equality but the war  of all against all that one 

actuallyy founds, a strife that in Rousseau took the form of the mimetic rivalr y of which Lacoue-

Labarthee so eloquently speaks. Driven by "comparison,"  it is on account of such a rivalry  that 

accordingg to Rousseau everyone stays at each other's throats (ibid, 1995:66, 70-71; see also 

Lacouee Labarthe, 2002:49-52 passim). This merciless war  that for  other  authors in the liberal 

traditio nn such as Hobbes was the 'state of nature' for  Rousseau was already 'society', and an 

inherentlyy corrupted one at that. In order  to set the record straight with 'union' installed in the 

heartss of both the people and society a true return to nature was therefore needed. Only that rather 

thann 'Man' s prelapsarian essence, all that such a return could possibly deliver  was this very *Man's 

abidingg nothingness. That is, much as in Diderot whose 'paradox of the actor'  we have already 

encountered,, also for  Rousseau before his 'desires' making him something—this or  that trader, 

shopkeeper,, or  bussinessman locked in a deathly mimetic war  with all the other-'Man' is just a 

generalizedd 'nothingness' for  that very reason capable of becoming all things (Lacoue-Labarthe, 
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2002:39-46).. The question then is how to tap into this generalized 'nothingness' so as to channel 

itt  in the direction of the general good, of that which belonging to all is itself capable of bringing 

aboutt  the unity and welfare of all. And, as is often the case, also here 'mimesis' is the method. 

Thatt  is, in order  to bring about such an outcome it is necessary to make 'Man' crave the 

universalityy of the law by awakening in him that universal desire for  'perfectibility' , 'Man's innate 

lovee of 'virtue ' which, yet unrealized, Rousseau nevertheless assumes to be ensconced in everyo-

nee (Manent, 1995:73). And the means for  such an awakening is no other  than through reflection, 

byy raising before all much like a mirro r  the spectacle of the law so that by seeing before him that 

whichh "de lui-même il ne le voit pas toujours,"  i.e, le "bien,"  'Man' may identify with it thereby 

followingg its lawful injunctions. To say it in Rousseau's own words, 

itt  is necessary to oblige some to conform their  will s to their  reason ; to teach others to get 

too know what they want (Rousseau in Bennington, 1991:72). 

Itt  is here that all the aporias that are inherent in Rousseau's idea of the 'social contract'  start 

spinningg out of control. Because if according to the 'social contract'  all men must come together 

ass a 'people' so that their  'general will '  becomes the 'law', which they all acknowledge and obey, 

whatt  we have here is the opposite. Namely, that the separate individuals only become such a 

unifiedd 'people' possessed of a 'general will '  so to speak 'apres coup' once, in all of its abstractness 

andd universality, the law is already there as that entity which through reflection everyone may 

comee to recognize as their  own. Before then what we have is the different individuals always 

alreadyy falling into the singularity of their  desires. Bennington has expressed the conundrums 

well.. According to him it is precisely because as the "rent in the natural fabric"  that he is, Rou-

sseau'ss 'Man' has always already 

steppedd out of nature (I  would say of the pre), that the natural law (...) is radically 

inaccessiblee as such in nature, it can only be received apres coup: hence the necessity of a 

contractt  and of positive laws (1991:38-39). 

Butt  as Bennington is quick to notice, in this following Althusser  and others, 
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ass an event the contract rests also on an effect of après-coup: ...only the contract brings the 

twoo contracting parties into being which, nevertheless, are assumed to be able to put there 

theirr signatures. All the political doctrine that will follow will remained marked by this 

temporall  dehiscence, that one will see repeated in all the levels of thee analysis (ibid:39). 

Suchh "dehiscence" for example ruins the understanding, so central to Rousseau's doctrine 

off  the Sovereign and the general will , of the law as a "circular letter" which the "citizen as 

memberr of the Sovereign" sends to himself "as subject of this same Sovereign" (ibid:40). No 

soonerr it is realized that, as was mentioned before, as a synchronous totality such a Sovereign is 

neverr present to itself in advance of the law which constitutes it as such than the assumed 

circularityy between the Sovereign and itself breaks down, the letter of the law entering a postal 

networkk where it may or may not reach its destination. In other words, in the face of the lack of 

identityy between "sender and addressee of the law" (ibid:43) the Sovereign irremissibly '"falls 

intoo the case of its law" (ibid:45). It is precisely this exit from the sphere of generality that, along 

withh the possibility of history and politics, opens up the law's "capacity of recognizing cases, of 

beingg applied" (ibid:43). Indeed, the risk that the letter (of the law) may go astray is not a "simple 

empiricall  accident" but that which makes sending the letter possible since, as Bennington puts it 

iff  the possibility for the letter in one or another way going astray was simply excluded, it 

inn fact would be arrived rather than sent, and, indeed, would not have been sent at all. As 

aa result, one, would have neither politics, laws, general will nor the need for political 

theoriess such as that of Rousseau. One would still be part of nature (ibid:41). 

Itt is as a consequence of this lack of identity between the sender and the receiver of the 

law,law, between the 'citizen' and itself that, from the very start, the 'general will ' is always already in 

deficitt vis-a-vis itself. An "originary lack," it makes unavoidable the need for supplementary 

"prostheses""  capable of somewhat temporarily arresting the fall of the Sovereign into the citizen's 

singularr desires, of the law into the singularity of its cases. One such prosthesis is 'government' 

which,, as Bennington indicates, in Rousseau comes about as a means of insuring the "mutual 

correspondence""  between the subjects and the Sovereign" (Rousseau in Bennington, 1991:42). 



Ass Bennington puts it, 

noo Sovereign without the government which it however  must institute. The possibility of 

politicss also has to do withh the fact that the general will is always in deficit of generality, 

thatt  it never  closes upon itself in its presence (ibid:43). 

Yet,, unavoidably the making of singular  individuals with particularisti c aims and designs, no 

soonerr  is such a "government"  instituted than it betrays the 'general will '  that it, nevertheless, was 

meantt  to guarantee and make possible. In Rousseau this situation necessarily calls for  added 

supplementss or  prostheses in a process that, amounting to the Sovereign's "inevitabl e usurpation" 

(ibid:46),, is potentially infinite: introduced from the outside in order  to "slow down"  the fall of 

thee Sovereign's 'general will '  into the pluralit y of the individuals' desires such supplements cannot 

butt  "accelerate"  this very decadence by exposing generality to the "irreducibl e exteriority"  that 

alwayss undermines it (ibid:50). Rousseau mentions several of these prostheses—for  example, the 

nation-state,, the 'tribunat '  (ibid:48-50) or  the various aliases such as 'Venture de Villeneuve* or 

thatt  ineffable British gentleman, Monsieur  'Dudding' (from the English 'dud' for  fake) which the 

philosopherr  invented for  himself during his travels—, all of which meant to supplement an 

originaryy lack in nature (ibid:53-60). 

'Vertical''Vertical'  and 'Horizontal'  Prostheses 

Sitess of an impossible reconciliation between lawful generality and the singularity of 

peoples''  desires, for  my part I have implicitl y written at some length of the Venezuelan 'tribunes' 

ass precisely such 'prostheses' or  'supplements' temporarily arresting the lateral flight of the 

assembledd 'people' into the treacherous terrain where, once again, "mimesis returns to regain its 

powers.""  Much like Rousseau's, also the Venezuelan tribunes are 'horizontal'  prosthesis arising at 

thee same level as the 'general will '  in order  to supplement its lack. Yet exposing the generality of 

thee law to the externality of their  own singular  performances, these tribunal prosthesis also accel-

eratee the law's demise. Towards the end of chapter  six we saw the Venezuelan tribunes engaging 

inn the hyperbolic frenzy through which they postpone this demise while simultaneously 

provokingg it, committed as they are to the impossible yet unavoidable task of balancing out the 
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singularr and the universal. A theatrical tour de force, through their ever more flamboyant 

performancess these tribunes continuously supplement themselves constantly going beyond 

themselvess in what amounts to an endless performative frenzy. 

Al ll  of this so that the irrepressible sliding whereby their assembled audience fatefully 

vacatess the republican theater, the 'people' once again turning into a faceless (and threatening) 

republicann crowd, is momentarily delayed. But it is not only on the side of the audience that the 

slidingg goes on. We already saw in chapter eight how, realistically or not, during the early 

republicann theater the state used previous censorship in order to prevent the actors on stage from 

derailingg the letter of the law right there on the very stage, i.e., of resignifying it by means of their 

veryy "own" idiomatic inflexions, vocal register and idiosyncrasies or overall excessive 

bodilyness.. Thus subjects constantly slide, both within the audience as much as on the stage itself 

wheree the desires and worldly commitments of the tribunes are the slippery slope where in all of 

itss generality the law, which they otherwise publicly (and monumentally) embody, nevertheless 

continuouslyy falls. Stirred by "their own creative processes and personal interests" (Galindo, 

2000:18),, by the multiplicity of their desires, acting within the same shared "horizontal" level of 

performativityy both actors and audiences, tribunes and the assembled 'people' constantly slide 

beneathh the letter of the law that, as in so many legible "surfaces," otherwise is supposed to stay 

indeliblyy stamped on their bodies. 

Whilee all of the above prostheses may be called 'horizontal' operating as they do at the 

samee level of horizontal performativity as the 'general will ' which they so urgently strive to 

supplement,, there is in Rousseau one other kind of prosthesis, a "prothese originaire" that rather 

thann somehow 

happeningg to sovereignty, accompanies its very birth. Now the legislator is precisely such 

aa prosthesis (Bennington, 1991:70). 

Inn other words, not belatedly introduced in order to complement the "ideal genesis" of the state 

withh its "factual" one, the legislator is in Rousseau there from the beginning as a means of 

supplementingg the deficit of generality that always already afflicts the 'general will' . It is because 

thee 'general will ' is always already falling into singularity, the law into its singular cases, that 
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Rousseauu introduces his "Great Legislator"  as that solitary figure which in his singularity not 

onlyy incarnates the law but is himself capable of enunciating it in all of its generality and 

majesty.. If lacking "organes collectives"  the social body nevertheless does not slide continuously 

"toward ss a new dispersion in nature"  this is precisely because the collectivity's spirit is itself 

condensedd and expressed in this very law which, in order  to be followed, first,  however, needs to 

bee enunciated. Yet "how to enunciate this law"  given that in their  everyday, no matter  how 

expressivee it may be of their  innermost 'general will , nevertheless all that the 'people' ever 

enunciatee is not such a law but their  desires in all of their  endless singularity (ibid:70-71)? 

Himselff  "a version of the paradox of the après-coup,"  Rousseau's 'Great Legislator'  is 

broughtt  into the scene precisely in order  to solve the just mentioned difficult y as that singular 

instancee nevertheless capable in all of its generality of enunciating the law. That is, under  the 

formm of legislation, of presenting its 'general will '  to a 'people' otherwise fissured and blinded by 

aa multiplicit y of desires. In order  to be able to enunciate the law the 'Great Legislator'  must, 

however,, meet several conditions. First, he must be "a  priori  a foreigner  that speaks a foreign 

language""  (ibid:72) This so as to prevent tyranny by precluding him from having any 

particularisti cc stakes or  authority in the state of which he is nevertheless the founder. Second, 

differentt  than all the other  individuals, in the Legislator  individual will and the universality of the 

laww harmoniously come together  since that which, in all of its virtue, the legislator  wills or 

desiress is nothing other  than the universality of the law. And since the law is itself the expression 

off  the people's 'general will '  it may very well be said that that which the legislator  desires is the 

people'ss union or, in Hegel's terms, "union as such"  (Hegel in Nancy, 1993:112). 

Anotherr  condition that the legislator  must meet is that he in some way must be superior  to 

thee "people"  which he institutes while not himself a "purel y internal product of the society 

formedd by the contract,"  since, otherwise, how to impede him from using his superiority in order 

too usurp the "general will "  by means of his own particularisti c interests and desires? What this all 

meanss is that 

iff  the prostheses that one has examined (..) opened the supposed interiorit y of the general 

wil ll  towards a beyond so to speak horizontal, one here has an escape towards a 
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transcendentt verticality (Bennington, 1991:73), 

aa escape which, in Rousseau's words, amounts to "an authority of another order" (cited in 

Bennington,, 1991:73). One final condition is that once his founding mission has been accom-

plishedd the legislator must leave the state that he has founded, otherwise the terrible power which 

hee embodies and that was entailed in his act of foundation would remain within the state as an 

insidiouss source of distortion of the people's democratic will . 

Thiss excessive force of the Legislator is commensurate to the specificity of his speech 

performative,, to the especial character of his "parole" which 

inn as much as it is legislating, must therefore not only enunciate the law, but enunciate the 

contextt for which it makes a law and which guarantees its reception (ibid:74). 

Indeed,, if the "people" was already there as a preexisting context capable of understanding and 

receivingg the law brought by the legislator, such a "people" would already exist as a fully present, 

assembledd totality. In other words, it would be in no need of the legislator's totalizing 

interventionn that constitutes it as such, it would already be the 'people' that it only becomes by 

meanss of the legislator's lawful enunciation. It is precisely because of the people's absence, of a 

'generall  will ' which is always in deficit of generality, that the legislator's performative must not 

onlyy enunciate the law but also the context capable of receiving it. That is, he must constitute the 

'people'' as such a context by means of the very performative through which he enunciates this 

people'ss very law. It should be immediately obvious that 

thee stroke of force (coup de force) needed for this necessarily escapes the legality of the 

law,, which is established only by this performative and makes of the legislator a potent-

iallyy dangerous outlaw (ibid:74). 

Itt is in order to disguise "this danger and this illegality" that the Legislator appeals "to hes or at 

leastt to fiction," claiming to have "received from the gods" the very law which he himself has 

invented.. One may, therefore, say that not brute power but fiction, "a moment of cunning and 
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simulacrum""  is what, against much common opinion, lies "at the very origin of the political" 

(ibid:75). . 

BolivarBolivar Superstar: the 'Liberator'  as 'Great Legislator' 

Noww all of this long excursus on the 'Legislator'  and the aporias of the 'general will '  is just 

too say that, to this day, in Venezuela's republican experience the liberator  Simon Bolivar  is such a 

'Greatt  Legislator', the "prothese originaire"  which supplements the deficit of the nation's 'general 

will ''  by means of his legislating interventions. And this both historically and as a matter  of the 

liberator' ss role in the economy of symbolic practices of the nation's republicanism. 

Unfortunatelyy I cannot go here in any detail into what, in a series of brillian t essays, Luis 

Castroo Leiva has called the "  Bolivar  ian political historicism"  (Castro Leiva, 1985:31-98; 

1991:117-190).. Enough to say that, itself a blend of Montesquieuan, Rousseauan and Voltairia n 

influences,, according to Castro Leiva in this historicism Bolivar  figures as the First Actor  on the 

locall  historical stage. As such, he is symbolically in charge of bringing about the people's 'union', 

fissuredfissured as this people perpetually is by the citizen's divisive, conflicting desires. And this, by 

meanss of publicly enunciating the law which, unbeknownst to them, is nevertheless expressive of 

theirr  undivided 'general will' . 

Iff  as a discursive construct (but, then, who isn't?)"  Bolivar"  is "himself capable of such a 

Prometheann accomplishment this is because, different than in the other  individuals, in him both 

'reason''  and the 'will '  come harmoniously together. That is while all other  individuals are 

internall yy rent by their  conflicting desires, in "Bolivar "  the single, overriding desire which takes 

precedencee over  all others to the point of obliterating them is his burning desire for  the union of 

thee people. And since for  "him, "  who in this as in so many other  respects remained close to 

Rousseau,, the law is nothing but the expression of the people's "general will" , of its unity as a 

"people" ,, to say that he willed this union or  unity is like saying that in all of its abstract 

universalityy what he willed was the law. Arguably this economy of desire was itself constitutive 

off  both the "real"  Bolivar, and of this character, as he has been historically remembered by the 

succeedingg generations, especially since the establishment of the Bolivar  Cult by the Guzmln 

Blancoo regime some forty years after  Bolivar' s death, in the 1870s and 80s. 
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Concerningg the real "Bolivar," a welter of evidences clearly indicate that, besides 

Napoleon,, Rousseau's "Great legislator" was the other main alias, double or type with which the 

Liberatorr most assiduously identified throughout his career, and this for reasons not unlike those 

that,, as Lacoue-Labarthe argues, have led historical figures as varied as "Plato" or "Nietzsche" to 

inventt doubles for themselves (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998:43-47). That is, much like Plato's 

"Socrates""  or Nietzsche*s "Zarathustra," Bolivar's "Great Legislator" was a means to defer an 

ultimatelyy irrepressible "madness". Or, less melodramatically put, of temporarily arresting the 

mimeticc drift to which we are all irrepressibly drawn by momentarily stabilizing the subject of 

enunciationn through identification with one or another model or type privileged over all the 

others.. While it is indeed madness that makes some think they are 'Napoleon', this was not so 

withh "Bolivar." Not madness but the desire not to go mad is what, occasionally, led the Liberator 

too such and other similarly extravagant thoughts. Indeed, sufficient evidences indicate that if 

"Bolivar""  saw himself as "Napoleon," or, for that matter, as Rousseau's "Great Legislator" this 

wass because, much like anybody else, he wished to forestall madness1 terrorizing instability. In 

otherr words such identifications were means of, out of the extraordinarily conflictual times in 

whichh he had to live, stabilizing his identity as a historical actor capable in his capacity as a 

publiclyy identifiable subject of authoring and undersigning that quintessential̂ Enlightenment 

construct,, the "Great Colombia," in whose creation all of his efforts as a fighter for Independence 

hadd been enlisted. Given the universalistic and totalizing bent of the endeavor nothing less than 

suchh a "Great Legislator" would have done. 

Iff  I have here surrounded "his" and his other aliases with quotation marks this is just to 

suggestt that, much as anybody else's, Bolivar's "own" identity was "itself' caught in an economy 

off  citations, a mimetic economy, out of which his "own" real actions in the world were ongoingly 

shaped.. In this sense, thinking of oneself as "Great Legislator" is clearly to position oneself in the 

rolee of that one single transcendent subject which, in enunciating the law, ipso facto constitutes 

thee "people," or, what amounts to the same, brings it into being as an undivided totality. And this 

Bolivarr clearly did (Pagden, 1990:146). Such a self-representation, in turn, was prompted by 

severall  circumstances. Among these Bolivar 's own readings, where since his childhood days in a 

Venezuelann hacienda under the tutorship of the legendary Simon Rodriguez, Rousseau's Emile 
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andd The Social Contract had figured prominently in his education. His condition as a militar y 

man,, belonging before the Independence ruptur e to the Spanish colonial army, was also probably 

instrumentall  in Bolivar' s readiness to cast himself in the role of "Great Legislator."  In doing this 

hee was only adding his own twist to a quintessentially Latin American tradition , to whose 

formationn he contributed greatly, of the militar y viewing themselves as the embodiment's of 

society'ss general interests in opposition to the narrow sectional concerns of its members. Last but 

nott  least, his identification was also prompted by the defeat of the First Republic at the hands of 

thee royalists, which he largely interpreted as the outcome of the divisions brought about by the 

federalismm of the republican camp (Bolivar, 1990:37-38). This divisiveness which, according to 

Bolivar,, plagued the republicans while alienating the masses, which did not see themselves, 

reflectedd in this camp's maze of particularisti c interests, made only too evident to him the need 

forr  a strongly centralized government (ibid:38). One which, based on a highly centralist, anti-

federalistt  Constitution, undid the shortcomings of Venezuela's origins with the First Republic 

whilee setting the record straight by legislating the nation into being through its refounding on the 

firmfirm  grounds of the nation's collective, homogeneous will . As some present day Lycurgus, 

nothingg less than this legislating labor  of refounding is what he set out for  himself. 

Ass for  the cult that was begun some decades after  his death it may be said that, as Castro 

Leivaa argues, it hinged on the series of conversions whereby it turned Bolfvar  's "predictions" 

regardingg the fate of his proposed 'union' into a series of "prophecies"  where the status of this 

veryy union was itself changed. Thus while Bolivar' s "predictions"  about the disintegration of the 

Greatt  Colombia somewhat amounted to a tacit acknowledgement on his part of the limit s of his 

Enlightenmentt  project of 'union', wrecked by the resilience of a stubborn 'nature', their 

transformationn by the succeeding generations into "prophecies"  brought about an altogether 

differentt  result. That is, by means of such a transformation, 'union' became reified as the elusive 

yett  inescapable historical goal—hence the term "historicism"  to refer  to the nation's political 

imaginaryy focused on "  Bolfvar"~of the four  nations, including Venezuela, that were born of the 

disintegrationn of the 'Great Colombia' (Castro Leiva, 1985:31-36). With all of the consequences 

thatt  this entails, it is with the establishment of the cult and the series of historiographical opera-

tionss which, over  time, have accrued around it that the "  Bolivarian political historicism"  that was 
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mentionedd before may be said to have properly crystallized as the historical consciousness 

primarilyy of Venezuela but also of all the other "Bolivarian" nations (Castro Leiva, 1985:31-36). 

Bringingg out the governmental implications of an idea which in Carrera mostly appears as 

aa matter of ideological distortion brought about by the Bolivar cult, among these consequences 

perhapss the most grievous one is the state-perpetuation of the nation in a state of endemic 

disintegration,, stuck in a condition of perpetual deficit vis-a -vis the glorious future of 'union' that 

wass promised to it by the Liberator and which persists as the overriding goal of the nation's 

historicistt trajectory. Needless to say, assuming as it does a highly centralized state as the nation's 

telos,, such a fetishization of 'union' as an ideal casts a negative after-glow on the conflicting 

interestss that are inherent to any thriving civil society, and which, from the perspective of such an 

idealizedd unity, cannot but appear as wanton divisions. As always happens with any such 

reification,, the fetishistic investment in the nation's 'union' as brought about by the state is no 

meree imaginary projection. Rather, such investment is itself inscribed in a network of social 

practicess of which it is both outcome and enabling precondition. That being the case, fetishizing 

thee people's 'union' as the goal entails on the part of the state actively and continuously sitting on 

anyy seemingly autonomous expression in society, itself construed as an obstacle to that receding 

telos.. It is by crushing methods such as this sitting that, much like a beacon of transcendence, the 

unityy of the people is kept constantly hanging way above the peoples' heads. 

Butt going back to "Bolivar," in light of the preceding considerations it is not irrelevant 

thatt it was from a geographical location outside of Venezuela that he analyzed the causes 

underlyingg the fall of the "First Republic" to the royalists. Indeed, amounting to his first overall 

indictmentt of federalism as a form of government, Bolivar 's Manifiesto de Cartagena was 

writtenn from the rebel base in the Colombian city of this name where he had taken refuge after 

thee defeat of the Venezuelan separatists. Marked by his condition as an exile fleeing the Spanish 

forces,, it would seem as if nothing less than such an extrinsic position of enunciation was what" 

Bolivar""  needed in order to formulate his first sweeping (and most lastingly influential) indict-

mentt of federalism as a form of government. Only from such an extrinsic location, it would 

seem,, could he have possibly acquired the bird's eye view necessary for taking in as a whole the 

recentrecent events in Venezuela, and, seemingly transcending all sectional interests, pass judgment on 
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ann entire form of government declaring it obsolete. This while, all along, adumbrating the kind of 

stronglyy centralist socio-political and militar y regime, which, envisaged by him as a seamless, 

welt-articulatedd totality , he deemed necessary to set up in order  to defeat the Spaniards. As one 

wouldd expect, it was on the basis of ruminations such as this that, over  time, he succeeded in 

profilin gg himself as a "Great Legislator"  charged with bringing such a totalizing construct into 

being.. As for  the eccentricity, all throughout his career"  Bolfvar"  would cultivate such an 

extrinsicc position of enunciation as the privileged locus from which, at crucial moments, he made 

hiss most consequential pronouncements. 

Datedd December  15,1812, to this day in Venezuela the indictment of federalism that is 

containedd in Bolfvar' s manifesto has weighed upon this form of government with the severity of 

ann almost inexorable sentence. Exposing federalism to the "Father  of the Fatherland's"  damning 

appraisal,, whose judgments in this as in so many other  respects in Venezuela carry unparalleled 

authority ,, since it was first pronounced such an indictment has turned any local attempt at state 

decentralizationn into what, at best, is an extraordinaril y fraught enterprise. One that at any time 

mayy be readily reversed, given both the right  historical circumstances and Bolfvar' s damning 

wordss which, always, may be cited for  that purpose. Not other  than this is what is going on in 

Venezuelaa right  now when, under  the Chavez regime, a powerful movement of state recentrali-

zationn is going on conducted, precisely, "in the Shadow of the Liberator." 33 

Givenn the centrality of his figure in the nation's political imaginary, any cursory review of 

Bolfvarr  *s main arguments in this momentous manifesto is enough to give an idea why, up to 

now,, in Venezuela federalism has led such a shadowy, precarious existence. While referring 

"autocritically ""  to "th e grave mistakes that were made by the men of the First Republic of 

Venezuela,""  in this document Bolfvar  squarely laid the blunders and misjudgments on 

thee federal system that was adopted, (..) the government's weakness (...), the spirit of fac-

33.. This is the title of a recently published (2000), largely hagiographic book on the Chavez regime authored by the 
Britishh journalist Richard Gott. 
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tionn which disorganized everything (..) as well as (on) the refusal to institute permanent 

andd well organized armed forces under a unified command (Briceno Perozo, 1998:797-

798). . 

Inn a nutshell, for Bolivar it was the republican camp's refusal to adopt any rigidly centralized 

formm of authority, its "latent federalism" according to which each provincial capital saw itself as 

thee capital of the republic (Armas Chitty, 1992:42) that was to blame for the defeat. Itself 

consistentt with the kind of socio-political structure which, surveyed in a previous chapter, was 

inheritedd from the colony, it was such a "federalism" that in Bolivar's view accounted for the 

statee of nearly total chaos into which after an initial enthusiasm the republican camp had rapidly 

slided.. Such chaos was, for example, discernible in the decision of two of the Venezuelan prov-

inces,, "Cumana and Barcelona," to disobey nearly all orders from Caracas while going on to draft 

"theirr own constitutions" thus, for all practical purposes, behaving as if they were independent 

states.. In so doing, these two provinces were only taking to its ultimate consequences the tenden-

cyy that, in the throes of Independence, each and every one of the cities from the old colonial 

provincess of Tierra Firme had of ruling "over their own destiny" (ibid). 

Containedd in his 1812 manifesto these, then, were the main criticisms which, addressed 

byy Bolivar at both the federal constitution from 1811 and at the regime that this charter 

sanctioned,, have had such lasting historical consequences. But besides the detail of the argu-

ments,, any consideration of the reasons why Bolivar's indictment of federalism have reverber-

atedd for so long must surely take into account the extraordinary rhetorical force of the language in 

whichh he couched it. Added to Bolivar's still undisputed, overwhelming preeminence in the na-

tion'ss imaginary pantheon, at least in part this rhetoric surely accounts for the readiness with 

which,, over time, a variety of social actors in Venezuela often rally against any expression of 

federalism,, no matter how inchoate. A good example of such a forceful rhetoric is the following 

passagee from Bolivar's manifesto whose words, endlessly reiterated, have not ceased echoing 

acrosss nearly two centuries: 

thee codes which our magistrates consulted were not where they could learn the practical 

sciencee of government, but those responsible for the formation of certain good visionaries 
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that,, imagining aerial republics and presupposing mankind's perfectibility , have strived 

forr  political perfection. It is thus that we had philosophers for  leaders, philantropy for 

legislation,, dialectics instead of tactics, and sophists parading as soldiers. With such a 

subversionn of both principles and things, the social order  was thoroughly shaken, and, 

needlesss to say, the State ran in giant steps towards a universal dissolution, which, very 

soon,, saw itself realized (Bolivar, 1990:35). 

Consideringg the Liberator' s prestige in the nation, specially since the establishment of the Bolivar 

cultt  in the 1870s and 80s, in Venezuela it always takes some guts to come out in favor  of any 

formm of state decentralization only to be possibly paraded as the kind of wimpy airhead ridiculed 

byy Bolivar. 

Inn the opinion of a contemporary commentator, Bolivar' s early manifesto did nothing less 

thann setting the terms of the historical "debate between centralism and federalism"  which, to this 

day,, in some ways continues unabated in the nation (Perez Perdomo, 1990:7). During Bolivar' s 

lifetime,, the criticisms contained in this document announced the general orientation of the 

constitutionss from 1819 and 1821 which, bearing Bolivar' s decisive imprin t at a time in which 

hee was at the height of his power  and prestige, were overwhelmingly centralist. Nowhere is this 

centralismm more evident than in the great weight and privilege that both charters assigned to the 

executivee in the overall structure of the state. Such a privilege would reach its greatest 

preeminence e 

inn the 1826 project for  a Bolivian constitution, which Bolivar  also proposed for 

Colombia,, (where) the executive became a post for  life. This explains that both 

centralismm and authoritarianism, and even monarchical ideas appear  so closely associated 

duringg the Colombian period (ibid). 

Byy "Colombian period"  Perez Perdomo refers to the years between 1819, when the Congreso de 

Angosturaa legislated the Great Colombia into being, and 1830, the year  in which this vast repub-

licc dreamed by Bolivar  came to an end amidst irrepressible centrifugal pressures. 

Thesee were also the years of Bolivar' s greatest downfall from the pinnacle of his glory in 
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18255 when, much like a modern Inca, he surveyed from the heights of Cuzco the novel political 

landscapee that he had so much helped to create (Harvey, 2000:236-237). His passage from one 

polee to the other was fueled by the tension between the separatist forces, which, on all sides, 

increasinglyy threatened with imploding the Great Colombia from within, and Bolivar's ever 

moree hubristic attempts to counteract such forces through the imposition of escalating draconian 

formss of centralized authority. Landmarks in this itinerary were his appointment as President for 

life,, a possibility which the Bolivian Constitution from 1826 had previously sanctioned, Bolivar's 

18288 assumption of the dictatorship, his flirtation at the time with the idea of the monarchy, and, 

finally,, his expulsion in 1830 from the Venezuelan nation that, bursting free from the Bolivar ian 

straitjackett of the preceding decade, was born that very year from the implosion of the larger 

politicall  unit. 

Accordingg to Anthony Pagden, all of the above was nothing but the inevitable outcome of 

Bolivarr 's rousseanianism, of his determination to think of society as a blank slate coming togeth-

err in an originating moment of foundation. Much as in Rousseau, and for the very same aporetic 

reasons,, so too in Bolivar a strong state necessarily followed "from the logic of his own historical 

reflections,"reflections," one which forcing the people "to be free" compulsively brought about the unity or 

"generall  will " which such a state otherwise presupposed as the necessary foundation of its own 

authority.. Believing that it was possible "to form the nation by the government" (Pagden, 

1990:150)) Bolivar, "and those who reasoned like him, were," in other words, "compelled to 

createe nations ex nihilo" (ibid: 138). In the opinion of a contemporary "hostile observer," bereft of 

anyy recognized past or traditions of their own that may somehow glue them together, such 

imaginedd (nation-) states (...) will always (..) be in danger of becoming 'a world that is in 

somee way fantastic,' 

heldheld together as they (precariously) are by such violently phantasmatic prosthesis as the 'civic 

religion',, 'moral powers' and other "non-institutional compulsions" of which Bolivar was such a 

decidedd advocate (ibid: 150). 

Inspiredd on "principles of ancient liberty," at least for one Venezuelan critic Bolivar's 

"virtuouss republic" drew on a sentimental substratum which left much to be desired. One of a 
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handfull  of Venezuelans that do not mince words when it comes to criticizin g the Bolfvar  cult, 

Angell  Bernardo Viso refers to one of the most precious items in Bolfvar' s republican arsenal, his 

"mora ll  power,"  which, "happil y rejected,"  the Liberator  presented to the Congreso de Angostura 

inn 1819 in the following, disparaging terms: 

thiss project denotes a vindictive and punitive passion, an authoritarian spirit taken to such 

ann extreme that it does not tolerate to be in any way contradicted, not even within each 

individuall  person's heart of hearts (Viso, 2000:83). 

Specially,, I might add, by that "heart of hearts"  since it was there that presumably laid buried the 

"bestt  self'  that the "project all along implicitl y assumed as its bedrock foundation. According to 

Viso,, "composed of a president"  and a forty-member  "aeropagus" (ibid:81), with its 

morall  police, its statistical tables of virtues and of vices, its lists of the virtuous and of the 

vicious,, and its state-controlled education 

Bolivar' ss "moral  power" accounts for  much of what went wrong with Bolivar' s career  during the 

culminatingg years of the hero. According to Viso, "better  than the necessities of the war"  the kind 

off  ethos that is implici t in such an unfulfille d project is what is ultimately behind 

Bolivar' ss implacable dictatorship until 1830, the 1828 coup d'etat, the attitude of the hero 

vis-a-viss Santander  and the incipient neogranadian liberalism, the Constitution of Bolivia 

andd the flirtatio n with the idea of the monarchy (ibid). 

But,, then, ond would not expect any less of someone who in the midst of his turbulent 

timess choose to cast himself in the role of Great Legislator, carefully sculpting every one of his 

publicc words and appearances with an eye always keenly set on posterity. As Pagden argues, 

ultimatelyy much as his other  abstractions (liberty, public opinion, virtue, moral power), Bolivar  's 

'Greatt  legislator  tacitly assumed the existence of "a powerfully constituted state"; in its absence, , 

alll  of these abstractions "had no, not even much imaginative force (ibid: 152). Hence 
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Bolivarr 's ever more hubristic attempts in his later years to establish precisely such a state, a 

determinationn which the spectacle of disintegration surrounding him could not but reinforce. By 

thee year 1828, with the forces of disintegration ever more apparent, the conclusion that 

thee Republic could not now survive without coercion, and coercion meant the rule of the 

militaryy (153) 

wass already firmly implanted in his mind. Under such circumstances 

thee emphasis in Du Contrat Social on the role of 'Great Legislators and the absence of any 

developedd individual will could always be employed to legitimate the temporary role of the 

singularr individual as the instantiation of the General Will (ibid). 

Veryy much in line with Rousseau if not in strictly empirical terms34 then at least from the 

perspectivee of the immanent logic of the political imaginary that he so greatly helped to install 

onee way of describing the above outcome is by saying that Bolivar's final fate was very much 

likee that of any other Great Legislator reluctant to take leave from his creation. That is like that of 

aa founder who in refusing to leave the community once the task of foundation is finished, 

eventuallyy ends up angering the people. That this anger is itself triggered by his refusal to leave is 

nott hard to understand. It is this very refusal that eventually turns the Legislator into a troubling 

sourcee of distortion within the community now seriously "endangered by the continued presence 

off  that violence in its midst" (Honig, 2000:22). In other words, permanently lodged in the 

communityy the Legislator's excessive force that was required in order to found it turns 

monstrous,, threatening this community's very existence. Hence why the Legislator is eventually 

ejectedd from the polity by the very people, which he brought together as a nation but is now eager 

34.. This precision is important because empirically Bolivar cannot be said to have founded the Venezuelan nation 
thatt was born in 1830. On the contrary,, Venezuela came into being as an independent nation very much against the 
desiress of Bolivar who, at the time, was very much invested in the preservation of the Great Colombia as the larger 
politico-administrativee unit of which Venezuela was only a constituent state. This is the reason why after the 
establishmentt of the nation Bolivar was expelled from the national territory and banished to Colombia. To this day in 
thee Bolivar cult this event is paraded as the original sin for which the nation can never sufficiently atone. 
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too restore the equality that his overbearing presence so thoroughly compromises. As Honig 

convincinglyy argues, the figure of the foreigner  and the "classic foreign-founder  script"  (ibid:22) 

aree ways "of managing some paradoxes of democratic founding such as the alienness of the law" 

(ibid:7). . 

Accordingg to such a paradox the people are only constituted as such by the very laws of 

whichh they, nevertheless, in line with democratic principle, ought to be the creators (ibid:20). Not 

onlyy that but, given such a need for  laws, a "perennial problem of democratic founding"  is that if 

thee people are equal under  the law they "cannot receive it from any one of their  own number" 

(ibid:4).. What all of these paradoxes make eventually clear  is that 

aa deus ex machina is necessary to solve the problem and this deus ex machina arrives in 

thee figure of the founder, a good person prior  to good law, a miraculous lawgiver 

(ibid:20). . 

Al ll  of this simply restates what was said before regarding the aporetic character  of the 

'generall  will' . With her  focus on the kind of "work "  that the figure of the foreigner  does in the 

"cultura ll  politics"  of the community (ibid:2) as well as her  attention to the "classic foreign-

founderr  scripts"  where these demiurgic foreigners invariably show up Bonnie Honig has 

neverthelesss considerably enriched the discussion (ibid:22). Making due allowance to some 

minorr  empirical variations that it is the task of any mythical construction to overlook, it may be 

saidd that the events in Venezuela in the wake of the nation's foundation in 1830 retrospectively 

followedd the "classic foreign-founder  script"  almost to the letter. Indeed, very much in line with 

thee script's injunctions according to which the Great Legislator  must either  be killed or  expelled 

iff  for  any reason he remains within the polity after  its foundation, Bolivar  was expelled from 

Venezuelaa immediately in the wake of the nation's establishment in 1830 as the result of a 

movementt  of rebellion against his rule. This only followed from Bolivar' s mixed record as a 

"originar yy prosthesis"  of the 'general will '  as witnessed by his decision to stay in the polity after  it 

wass founded (Bennington, 1991). Indeed, instead of leaving, the final period before he was 

expelledd from Venezuela and died poor  and destitute in Colombia saw his attempts to halt the 

disintegrationn of his ambitious projects, the 'Great Colombia', first  by proclaiming a Constitution 
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wheree he reserved for himself the role of President for life, in this way making concessions to the 

monarchy.. Second, by declaring himself dictator in 1828 while everywhere raising an army to 

buttresss his rule. 

Thee reactions did not take long in coming. Much like the Great Legislator who in 

postponingg his departure becomes an endemic source of distortion to the polity that he has 

founded,, Bolivar's flirtation with the idea of the monarchy and his assumption of a dictatorial 

rolee exposedd the monstrous consequences that the force which he encapsulated as a founder 

couldd have for the new nation's continuing democratic well-being. Hence the chain of abuses 

whichh accompanied Bolivar in his way to his exile in Colombia, and which, continuing for a 

numberr of years after his expulsion, crowded the local periodicals and public parliamentary 

debatess accusing him of sins as heinous as having monarchical leanings or Napoleonic 

pretensions,, all of which exposed him as a 'wild' intrusion in the polity's healthy democratic 

body.. A wildness that, if not ejected in time, threatened with corrupting with despotism the 

polity.. Though all of this " Bolivar" was for all practical purposes symbolically positioned as a 

'foreigner',, a founder from outside whose dangerous excessive force had to be excluded from the 

polityy if its ongoing democratic health was not going to be irreparably damaged. 

Butt Bolivar's dangerous force was not going to be so easily exorcised. As Jean-Luc 

Nancyy has cogently argued, once a community is made contingent for its existence on any 

finalizingfinalizing sovereign principle which brings it into being by demarcating it as a cohesive whole 

fromm the outside, such a principle of which "Divine creation and the royal decision compose its 

doublee image" will return never quite leaving the community for good (Nancy, 2000:120). From 

thiss moment on: 

thee commonwealth as such must (..) present and represent his (the Sovereign's) absolute 

andd final character, his sovereignty, and its armed forces must carry the flag of his glory. 

Itt is at this very point that the law of the republic-of any republic, even today-inevitably 

comess up against the exception of the prince, whatever the form of government might be. 

Evenn today, democracy has not profoundly displaced this schema; it has only suppressed 

orr repressed it, back into the shadow of its own uncertainties (that is, the uncertainty con-
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cerningg its own sovereignty, an uncertainty that even today remains consubstantial with 

it) .. Lik e what is repressed, then, the schema of the sovereign exception never  stops 

returning,, and it returns as the perversion of democracy, whether  this return happens in 

thee innumerable coups d'etat of its history or  in becoming totalitarian (where the 

exceptionn transforms itself into a doubling of the structure of the State by another  [struc-

ture]]  which incarnates true sovereignty) (ibid: 123). 

Or,, I might add, as a figure which like that of"  Bolivar"  which, incarnating 'union as such', 

returnss as that dangerous exception or  "coup de force"  which, necessarily escaping it as a 

transcendentt  principle, nevertheless institutes the community. That is, brings it about as a 

boundedd entity by enunciating the law on which the community's very being and continuity is 

itselff  contingent. 

Sincee the establishment of the Cult of Bolivar  in the 1870s and 80s by the Guzmen 

Blancoo regime, addressed in the first chapter  of this dissertation, "Bolfvar "  has never  quite left 

thee polity where it remains as a more or  less omnipresent background, his name and figure 

stampedd all over  the nation's material landscape, from the currency to the many squares, bridges 

andd walls where, in one or  another  form, the Liberator  serially shows up. Nevertheless one might 

stilll  say that "Bolivar "  only "returns "  in full force in those critical 'populist'  moments when the 

polity' ss very viabilit y is itself at risk. I alluded to one of those moments in chapter  eight of this 

dissertationn where in the midst of a serious economic crisis caused by the fall in the prices of 

coffeee in the early 1840s "Bolfvar "  was brought back by the nascent Liberal party after  having 

beenn expelled from the nation a few years before, in 1830, when, after  the initia l failed attempt of 

1811-1812,, Venezuela was enduringly established as an independent nation. I mentioned in that 

chapterr  how "Bolivar "  was used by the liberals as a rallyin g figure capable of collecting the 

disenfranchisedd popular  masses around of itself. Much like the 'Sociedad Patriótica' in 1811, so 

tooo the Liberals in the early 1840s used the masses as a tool to break open the closed circle of the 

'notables''  precariously perched at the top of the social order. And much as in the earlier 

opportunity ,, if a radicalized political group was able to do this in the 1840s this is because the 

circumstancess were such that the republican 'people' was once again turning into a formless 

republicann 'crowd,' filling  with its threatening presence all the main streets and squares of the 
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nation''  major  cities and towns. 

Whil ee in 1811 and 1812 the circumstances were those of the disappearance of the Spanish 

monarch,, what was at stake in the early 1840s was a ruinous economic crisis threatening the very 

survivall  of the nation's majorities. In both cases this equally led to the subaltern populations 

steppingg out of the societal niches where, hitherto, they had been more or  less precariously 

contained.. In the case of the colony those niches had been the various corporate orders where the 

pardoo population was able to achieve some degree of symbolic recognition and economic 

gratification .. Less successfully, in the newly established republic they mostly amounted to the 

variouss patronage networks which kept the subaltern populations only precariously in place, 

tenuouslyy attached to their  local circumstances. With the relative breakdown of these networks as 

aa result of the economic crisis and the growing inabilit y of patrons to retain their  clienteles, the 

popularr  masses increasingly collected as crowds in the nation's major  cities and towns, and, 

increasinglyy also in the countryside ready to lend their  support to any radical or  pretendedly 

radicall  project of change. 

Thee circumstances were, in other  words, ripe for  things to til t away from the 'collection of 

notables''  in the direction of that other, "Bolfvar "  figure, which, according to my argument, along 

withh the former  together  amount to something like the "gumsa"  and "gumlao"  of Venezuela's 

historicit yy since, in 1811, the first  (unsuccessful) attempt to establish the nation took place. That 

"Bolivar ""  was able to perform as such a rallyin g principl e of identification for  the disenfran-

chisedd crowds all followed from his status as "Great Legislator,"  as such, representing the whole, 

nott  just the restricted circle of the 'notables'. That is, of those 'noble' characters and their  enfran-

chisedd entourages which in 1811, 1830, and, after  that, all throughout Venezuela's republican 

historyy have strived through their  very own bodies and ever  more hyperbolic gestures and overall 

demeanorr  to constitute themselves into the monumentalized representatives of the nation; this, 

whilee all along, through various historical means, excluding the vast majorities from the benefits 

off  full citizenship. Bolivar, on the other  hand, and regardless of his otherwise quite aristocratic 

leanings,, sought to break outside from the tight circle of the 'notables' of his times so as to 

directlyy interpellate the postcolonial crowds thereby incorporating them to the cause of the 

separatists. . 
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Whateverr  his predilections might have been, "Bolivar "  knew quite well how crucial the 

incorporationn of the masses to the separatist camp really was. Given the subaltern's populations 

overwhelmingg numerical majorit y and the experience that, to the detriment of the separatists, 

theyy had accumulated during the previous struggles it was only through such incorporation that 

thee war  against Spain could be decisively won. Which is, among other  things, why he cast 

himselff  in the role of "Great Legislator"  or  totalizing principl e that, transcending all sectional 

interests,, could become the reflecting mirro r  where all members of society including, especially, 

thee disenfranchised crowds could come to see themselves reflected. It is not surprising, then, if in 

thee 1840s the Liberals decided to resurrect the figure of "Bolfvar "  in order  to attract the 

disenfranchisedd popular  masses to their  cause of breaking into the narrow circle of the 'notables' 

off  the "Conservative Oligarchy"  forcing it to open up to the aspirations of other  sectors of 

society.. Indeed, in terms of the local economy of representation the "Bolivar  cum Great 

Legislator""  number  was the only one that, under  the prevailing circumstances, could possibly 

aspiree to constitute itself into an unequivocal expression of the whole. With the crowds once 

againn all over  the place, such a "vertica l prosthesis"  of the 'general will '  was the only available 

totalizingg mirro r  where, under  the circumstances, it was at all possible for  these volatile crowds 

too catch their  reflection. Not subjected to the same wear  and tear  as the other, horizontal 'tribunal ' 

prostheses,, Bolfvar  was indeed the transcendent totalizing mirro r  where the image of the volatile 

crowdss could be captured whole, and, thus, put to some useful political project. No wonder, then, 

iff  the liberals decided to raise such a wondrous mirro r  to the crowds, thereby tiltin g the pendulum 

oncee again in the "Bolfvar "  plebiscitary direction. Since it was first  inaugurated by Bolfvar 

"himselff  in the second decade of the nineteenth century, with all its historical variations such a 

plebiscitaryy configuration has nevertheless remained as one of the two polar  figures within which 

Venezuelann historicity has, so far, been inexorably caught. 

Thiss all can be expressed in term of the actual representational practices and strategies 

thatt  became enshrined in the nation's historiographical canon. I have already mentioned how, 

withh the establishment of the "Conservative Oligarchy"  a kind of historiography became widely 

popularr  where, often written by the notables or  would-be notables themselves, the figure of the 

"notable""  was represented on a virtuous path to civilit y from his heroic days as a warrior  of the 
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republic.. Amounting to a "miniaturization of the gigantic" this was the kind of representational 

strategy,, which, for the reasons that I gave in the previous chapter, was consonant with the 

attemptt to set up an oligarchic republic from which the vast majorities were thoroughly excluded. 

Theree was, however, an alternative representational strategy, which began to take shape not just 

inn Venezuela but also elsewhere in Latin America, most notably perhaps Argentina, during those 

samee years. 

II  am referring to the attempt on the part of some local historians not of 'miniaturizing' but 

off  reveling in the 'gigantic' itself in all of its sheer, grandiose excessiveness. Consisting in the 

attemptt of erecting a historiograpical monument to the nation's heroes where their figure, 

especiallyy their face, was portrayed as a reflection of the whole nation, such a representational 

strategyy necessarily pursued ends that were not those characteristics of the notables' biographies. 

AA good example of the kind of representational strategy that I now have in mind comes from the 

Argentineann historian Bartolomé Mitre. In his histories of national heroes written with a popular 

audiencee in mind, Mitre used the heroes' biographies as literary devices to unify a wide range of 

disparatee historical elements. This attempt crystallized in a series of "biographical medallion(s)" 

involving g 

thee excessive amplification of the personal entity, the overflowing of the biographical 

riverbedriverbed and its adoption as a macrocosm or symbolic representation of a collective entity 

(Colmenares,, 1987:139). 

Seekingg to bring about a correspondence between the rhythms of the life of the hero, of his 

mission,, and the rhythms of history, all along Mitre's overriding goal was to "create the image of 

aa national hero" (ibid). 

Iff  I bring up the example of Mitre here it is in order to propose that, reveling in the 

'gigantic',, the kind of representational strategy of which his writings provide such a striking 

illustrationn came about precisely in order to reflect the 'nation' that was left outside of the 

'notabiliary'' regimes but that was now knocking at the doors of the polity. At the time of Mitre's 

writingg both in Venezuela and Argentina the popular masses were pushing to break into the 

polityy in the wake of the federal wars that had devastated both nations. It is not all that surprising, 
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then,, that these were also the years when some kind of representational strategy had to be found 

inn order  to reflect the vast national realities which, hitherto, had mostly endured in the kind of 

awesomee ineffabilit y in which they were kept by the dominant discourses, of which the literatur e 

off  the "firs t costumbrismo"  which I addressed in the previous chapter  provides such a strikin g 

instance.. A representational strategy, I might add, which in its 'gigantism' was commensurate to 

thee turbulent, oversized realities, which, at the time, were striving to seize the center  of the 

politicall  stage. The "excessive amplification,, of the persona of the local rulers as well as of the 

nation'ss founding heroes to the size of the nation itself, and, crucially, to that of the popular 

crowdss swelling like a raging sea just outside of the polity was the representational answer  that 

wass given to the difficul t situation. In all of this the attempt was to constitute rulers as 

"compositess of the nation's people,"  as some kind of "composite person"  who in its very 

singularityy "seems to personify a country"  (Elkins, 1996:198). I should also add that in this kind 

off  representational strategy the figures of the living ruler  and that of the nation's founding father 

weree often made interchangeable. 

Whil ee Mitr e was writin g his "histories"  in Argentina, In Venezuela the Cult of Bolivar 

wass being invented by the Guzmen Blanco regime. Unfortunately this dissertation is already too 

longg for  me to be able to take up the Bolivar  cult in any detail. I will therefore have to leave for  a 

futur ee occasion the analysis of this cult as the site of an intense struggle over  the meaning of the 

nation'ss historical past, one in which the figure of "Bolivar "  was constituted as some sort of nodal 

pointt  or  master  signifier—if these terms may be disentangled from the kind of flat univocity and 

decidabilityy with which they are usually laden—around which the entire history of the nation was 

thoroughlyy rewritten. It is from this time, for  example, that the version of the nation's nineteenth 

centuryy past that is nowadays shared by the overwhelming majorit y of Venezuelans as a period of 

greedy,, ruthless caudillos vying for  state power  was first  constructed against the self-

understandingg of the leaders of the federal wars which thoroughly resented such a delegitimation 

off  their  struggles. 

Itt  may even be said that the kind of one-dimensional image of the 'caudillo'  that is most 

commonlyy circulated today, namely, that of a ruthless and greedy warlord heading an army of 

peonss and who either  was a landowner  himself or, if not, hired his services to one or  another 
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locall  landowner  was also a retrospective invention of the cult. One which in positing through the 

figuree of "Bolivar "  the centralized state as the inexorable telos of all of the nation's previous s 

history,, not only delegitimized federalism as a thin cover  up for  mere greed but did the same with 

thee period's historical agents and complex historical realities. For  this purpose federalism's 

"armedd citizens,"  the expression that was commonly used at the time as a cover  term for  a 

bewilderingg array of agents including lawyers, politicians, shopkeepers, writer s or  landowners, 

weree reduced to the kind of one-dimensional figure that I just alluded to. As one would expect all 

thiss vast historiographical operation necessarily left deep traces in the way history has been 

writtenn since the establishment of the Bolivar  cult. Indeed, from the time of the cult onwards 

"Bolivar ""  became the paramount figure around which virtuall y all the writin g of history was 

produced.. And just as such a writin g lost the relative freedom that it had enjoyed in the past to 

focuss on the biography of one or  another  'notable' while leaving the figure of "Bolivar "  in a 

relativelyy discreet background, so too the nation's 'notables' were increasingly forced to take 

coverr  under  the shadow of Bolivar, the Father  of the Fatherland. 

Butt  all of this is part of a story that I will have to tell some other  time, along with the 

institutionall  landmarks, the nation historical academies or  civic associations, through which it 

wass constructed. For  now all that I can say here is that it was through the cult that Bolivar  finally 

camee to assume his status as the creator  of the nation. With such a status also came Bolivar' s 

oversizedd projection as the gigantic screen were the nation's realities, especiallyy the reality of 

armedd popular  crowds just come out of the Federal wars and asking to be rewarded, were 

reflected.. I should also say that if the cult instituted a complete exchangeability between the 

figuress of Bolivar  and that of the living ruler  Guzman this was in order  to invest the latter  with 

thee kind of seeming transcendence that allowed him to stand for  the whole nation as its rightful 

representative.. The often noted extravagance of Guzmen, his famous boutades, excessively 

hyperbolicc gestures or  the flamboyant ways in which he appeared in public his chest covered 

withh an astonishing array of glittery medals must all, I  argue, be understood in light of the urgent 

politicall  need of inflatin g his ego so as to make it reflect national realities which, otherwise, 

wouldd remain submerged in an ever  more awesome, dangerous ineffability . 

Somethingg similar  may be said of the continent's contemporary populist leaders. Given to 
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suchh extraordinary things as dizzyingly jumping the rope in some TV program so as to show that 

one'ss age is no obstacle to one's dazzling political performance, or  singing and dancing for  the 

crowdd in public political rallies or  radio broadcasts, these leaders' excessiveness, I believe, must 

alll  be interpreted in the same light as Guzman's. Much like his, their  performance is the response 

off  political actors caught in those dangerous moments were all the previously existing 

arrangementss of the nation's 'notabiliary ' regimes have either  broken down or  are about to do so. 

Muchh like "Bolfvar "  in the beginnings of the Venezuelan nation, it is in such moments that one 

orr  another  subject must take center  stage, and, putting it on the line, make his or  herr  own ego do 

civicc duty by letting it swell for  the occasion. 

Needlesss to say, since the establishment of the Bolfvar  cult in Venezuela such extraordi-

naryy performances are never  pulled-off without the help of "Bolivar, "  his figure growing ever 

moree monstrously large with every single one of the nation's new populist episodes before the 

pendulumm once again swings back in the direction of the 'notabiliary ' pole that was temporarily 

leftt  behind. A good example of this is the present Chavez regime where almost every single time 

thatt  the president shows up on TV his appearance is presided over  by the background painting of 

aa Bolivar  so monstrously 'gigantic'  that it literall y overflows the screen. But returning to Guzman, 

inn practical terms the ruler' s megalomaniacal move whereby, with the aid of "Bolfvar"~and , 

needlesss to say of the period's historiographers, artists, journalists, or  masters of ceremony that, 

aidedd by Guzman's highly histrionic performance, were largely responsible for  the operation— he 

pumpedd up his public persona to the size of the nation may be said to have answered to a real 

necessity.. Rather  that insisting in the megalomaniacal quirks of Venezuela's and the continent's 

madd populist leaders, we may detect in such pumping-up operations the sign of a pressing 

discursivee necessity: that of inflatin g the ego of the ruler  so as to, in ail of its vastness, make it 

correspondd to the vast national realities that hitherto had been denied access to the polity but that 

noww it is impossible to avoid interpellating in one way or  another. 

Itt  is important to point out that the kind of political practice that goes along with this 

pumping-upp strategy is a kind of 'populist'  plebiscitary democracy were the force of the crowds is 

oftenn used to crush every single expression of whatever  there might be of a relatively 

autonomouss civil society. This, so as to focus the whole nation on the figure of the ruler  without 
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thee distracting mediation of any intermediate groups or institutions. Before taking the high 

groundd and, against the "ruling classes," go on singing the praises of the populist moment for 

whatt it might entail of inclusion of those sectors that had hitherto been excluded from the polity 

onee must pause for a moment and realize the kind of destructiveness involved. To just mention 

thee Guzman regime, I could bring up mountains of information which I collected while doing 

archivall  research in Venezuela with a chorus of complaints about the use that the regime made of 

armedd crowds of "construction workers"to crush his opponents, while all along, voicing the most 

high-soundingg liberal principles. The same may be said of other populist moments, including that 

off  the present Chavez regime, where the popular sectors are put to similar destructive uses, this 

timee in the name of some collectivist principles. Which perhaps all would be nice and well if 

afterr nearly two hundred years of mad swings between "Bolivar" and "Paez" (to name the leader 

whoo in the 1830s and 40s conducted the first notabiliary experiment), or between 'populist' and 

'notabiliaryy extremes the country's vast majorities did not continue mired in ever more desperate 

levelss of poverty and civic exclusion. 

Doess that mean, then, that one must side with the "notabiliary" possibility with all that it 

entailss of relatively working institutions, a more or less thriving civil society, existing civic rights 

orr a relatively free press? Not for a minute considering how much all these achievements are had 

att the cost of the exclusion of the vast majorities, all of them bearing the traces of the grievous 

exclusionss by which they are constantly haunted. In some ways a plea for justice, this dissertation 

iss perhaps an impossible attempt to occupy the middle ground between the two polar possibilities 

betweenn which, I have argued, up to now Venezuelan historicity has been locked. This not 

becausee I have any easy solutions or because I think that such a solution would come from some 

eclecticc combination of 'populist' and 'notabiliary' ingredients, but because I believe that without 

thee ability to somehow dwell in this interstice no solution will ever be forthcoming. One of the 

advantagess of dwelling in this uncomfortable zone is that at least it allows one to recognize the 

problemm in all its intractability more or less for what it is without easy appeals to either left-wing 

populistt "solutions" or right-wing repressive, notabiliary ones. 

Itt is from such a difficult, intermediate place that, I believe, the American historian John 

Lombardii  has recently produced a diagnostic of the Venezuelan situation in which the cyclical 
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characterr  of Venezuela's history is unequivocally stated. In Lombardi' s view, the nation's 

extractivee economy based on one major  export-product (now oil, in the past cocoa or  coffee) 

makingg it highly vulnerable to price-fluctuations in the international market, the resulting weak 

institutionall  development leading to a constant alternation in governments, the opportunistic 

mind-sett  which individuals develop as a result of this very precariousness and which have turned 

anyy major  political change into an occasion for  making a killing , and the position of the 

centralizedd state in all of this as an organ of redistributio n are all singled out as some of the 

mutuallyy reinforcing factors characteristic of the cul de sac in which, according to him, 

Venezuelaa has found itself since Independence (Lombardi, 2003:11-13). It is these kinds of 

considerationss that sustain Lombardi' s conclusion that the cyclical character  of Venezuela's 

historicall  process 

reflectss a set of limitation s in the number  of alternatives available to the country and its 

leaders.. The rhetoric of change often implies the opportunity of straightening things 

permanently,, of constructing the dreamed nation so as to finally endowed it with the order 

andd progress, which are characteristic of prosperity. 

Wee can easily imagine that only with doing things correctly, Venezuela will reach 

thee level of the prosperous nations. Such a chimera says much about the vehement 

debatess that take place in the country and underlies the cyclical transformations of the 

Venezuelann political panorama since independence. The place called Venezuela 

neverthelesss lives and has lived within a set of restrictions, which, in practice if not in 

theory,, limi t its possibility of change, its progress (ibid: 11). 

Thee above may sound unnecessarily bleak, and especially so given its narrow 

economicismm according to which the possibilities for  human deliberation are all deterministically 

preordainedd by a set of so-called "objective"  structures and constraints. This impression may very 

welll  be partiall y correct, but even if one takes a more optimistic view of the possibilities for 

humann action and decision a recognition of the constraints is a necessary step if one wishes to 

inventt  new realms of possibility, which do not rapidly evaporate like insubstantial daydreaming. 

Whateverr  the case might be, before leaving this chapter  and entering into the next, final chapter 
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off  this dissertation I wish to make clear that the periodic "return" of "Bolivar" in moments of 

crisiss as the transcendent, "vertical prosthesis" of the 'general will ' does not mean that, from then 

on,, the community will petrify as a cohesive totality, its members forever focused on his figure as 

onn that which they all commonly share as the personification of the law of their union. The 

horizontall  sliding whereby subjects are continuously turning into something else is itself 

ultimatelyultimately irrepressible. And this would be true even if with "Bolivar" a Vertical prosthesis' of the 

'generall  will ' has been made available that, as a reservoir of transcendence, is not subjected to the 

samee wear and tear, the same rapid degradation as the other 'tribunal' prostheses. One whose 

"return'Mnn moments of crisis may be said to slow-down the inevitable. 

Yett inevitable it is. In other words, while it is always possible to fight the spectacle of 

sociall  and institutional disintegration by bringing "Bolivar" back, something which the later 

eventss in Venezuela with the Chavez regime's excessive Bolivarianism in a complicated way 

demonstrate,, the "solution" only lasts for a while. The reasons for that will be further clarified in 

thee next, final chapter of this dissertation where, induced by intense globalizing pressures, the 

Venezuelann crowds 'irrepressible sliding wil l be exposed in all of its exhilarating, maddening 

possibilities.. Meanwhile, I wish to leave this chapter with a view of Plaza Bolivar with the 

equestriann statue of the Liberator at its very center as the sovereign principle around which, since 

18744 when during the Guzman regime it was first erected, the republic has not ceased to revolve. 


